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    Zusammenfassung 
 

Mit dieser Arbeit habe ich zur Aufklärung der Rolle und physiologischen Bedeutung 

von extrazellulären Vesikeln (EVs) beigetragen, die von verschiedenen Immunzellen 

nach Interaktion mit dem pathogenen Pilz Aspergillus fumigatus freigesetzt werden. 

Vor einigen Jahren wurde die Sekretion extrazellulärer Vesikel von neutrophilen 

Granulozyten beschrieben, die mit A. fumigatus konfrontiert waren. Insbesondere 

wurde gezeigt, dass EVs eine Reihe von antimikrobiellen Peptiden wie Azurocidin 

und Cathepsin G beherbergen und dass sie sich mit Pilzhyphen assoziieren können 

und sogar aufgenommen werden, wodurch das hyphale Wachstum gestoppt und 

Zellen abgetötet werden. 

     Mit meiner Arbeit habe ich weitere Aspekte dieser Wechselwirkung aufgeklärt 

und bin zu dem Befund gelangt, dass EVs, deren Bildung in Neutrophilen durch A. 

fumigatus Konidien induziert wurden, hochspezifisch sind und nur A. fumigatus 

abtöten, aber das Wachstum von Bakterien wie Pseudomonas aeruginosa oder sogar 

anderen nahen Verwandten wie Aspergillus nidulans nicht beeinflussen. Zusätzlich 

habe ich weiter starke Hinweise dafür erhalten, dass diese Spezifität durch das auf der 

Oberfläche von Konidien vorhandene Dihydroxynaphthalin (DHN) Melanin 

induziert wird. Wie bereits gezeigt, führte die Co-Inkubation von Neutrophilen mit 

einer nicht pigmentierten Mutante von A. fumigatus, der pksP-Mutante, zur 

Produktion von EVs, die nicht mehr antimykotisch wirkten. Die Bedeutung von 

DHN-Melanin wurde durch die Konfrontation von Neutrophilen mit Melanin-Ghosts 

bestätigt: die so induzierten EVs wirkten toxisch auf A. fumigatus. Auch der DHN-

Melanin-synthetisierende Pilz Aspergillus clavatus induziert die Produktion 

antimykotischer EVs, was die Bedeutung von DHN-Melanin unterstreicht, da dieser 

Pilz einer der wenigen ist, die gleichfalls DHN-Melanin enthalten. Die Bewertung der 

durch EVs induzierten Hyphenschädigung wurde mit umfangreicher konfokaler 

Bildgebung, bioinformatischer 3D-Rekonstruktion und Quantifizierung von Signalen 

und einem metabolischen Assay durchgeführt. Darüber hinaus habe ich gezeigt, dass 

die antimykotische EV-Population besonders viel Tetraspanin CD81 enthielt und dass 

ihre antimykotische Aktivität mit der Fähigkeit verbunden war, in Pilzhyphen 

einzudringen, was darauf hindeutet, dass eine intrazelluläre Lokalisation von EVs 

notwendig ist, um die antimykotische Fracht abzuliefern. Um die Rolle von EVs bei 

Gesundheits- und Krankheitszuständen zu untersuchen, wurden Neutrophile von 
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immunsupprimierten Patienten analysiert. Diese Analyse führte zu dem Befund, dass 

die Behandlung mit immunosuppriemerende Medikamenten die Fähigkeit von 

Neutrophilen, antimykotische EVs zu produzieren, vollständig aufhoben. 

Bemerkenswert ist, dass aus vergleichenden Proteom-Analysen von EVs, von 

Neutrophilen von gesunden Menschen und denjenigen immunsupprimierten 

Patienten geschlossen werden kann, dass einige Proteine in EVs von Neutrophilen 

von immunsupprimierten Patienten vollständig fehlen. Weitere Untersuchungen zu 

diesen Proteinen könnten Aufschluss über die antifungalen Abtötungsmechanismen 

geben, die von EVs ausgehen. 

Des Weiteren wurde für die zukünftige Möglichkeit, EVs aus Neutrophilen in der 

Therapie gegen A. fumigatus gentechnisch zu manipulieren, ein Neutrophilen-

ähnliches Zellmodell bestehend aus PLB985-Zell etabliert. Um das Potenzial dieser 

Zellen zu testen, sich wie primäre Neutrophile zu verhalten, wenn sie mit Konidien 

konfrontiert werden, habe ich Experimente zur Phagozytose, und Zytokin 

Freisetzung, durchgeführt. Zusammen mit Experimenten weiterer KollegInnen 

eröffnen diese Ergebnisse die Möglichkeit primären Neutrophilen durch die PLB985-

Zelllinie zu ersetzen, um einiger Aspekte der A. fumigatus-Pathogenese untersuchen 

zu können. 

     Im Zuge meiner Forschung an EVs habe ich auch EVs aus Epithelzellen 

charakterisiert. Für Epithelzellen habe ich die Antwort von EVs nach Konfrontation 

mit ruhenden und geschwollenen Konidien und mit der pksP-Mutante von A. 

fumigatus evaluiert. Die Analyse der EVs nach diesen verschiedenen Co-

Inkubationen ergab, dass ihr Protein- und Zytokingehalt verändert ist. Insbesondere 

EVs von Zellen, die mit Wildtyp-Ruhekonidien infiziert waren, verstärkten die 

entzündungsfördernde Reaktion benachbarter Epithelzellen, während EVs, die nach 

Kontakt mit geschwollenen Konidien sekretiert wurden, mit Zytokinen angereichert 

waren, mit der potenziellen Rolle, mehr Zellen aus dem Blutkreislauf zu rekrutieren.  

Das zu EVs hier generierte Wissen könnte für eine zukünftige gezielte Therapie der 

invasiven Aspergillose genutzt werden, die spezifisch den Pilz, aber nicht das 

menschliche Gewebe schädigen und die Immunantwort verstärken würde. 

    Schließlich beleuchtete meine gemeinsame Arbeit mit anderen Autoren zu 

Virulenz-Determinanten von Pilzen den Einfluss von Temperatur- und Zeitwachstum 

auf die Oberflächenzusammensetzung von Aspergillus-Konidien und auch, wie die 

Expression grundlegender Virulenz Moleküle jedoch nicht verändert wird. Dabei 
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zeigte sich, dass sich der Pilz an unterschiedliche Umweltbedingungen anpassen 

kann, ohne seine „Unsichtbarkeit“ für das Immunzellen zu verlieren.  
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      Summary 
 

In this work I contributed to the elucidation of the role and physiological meaning of 

extracellular vesicles (EVs) released from epithelial cells and neutrophils after 

interaction with the pathogenic fungus Aspergillus fumigatus. Some years ago, the 

secretion of EVs from neutrophils confronted with A. fumigatus was described. In 

particular it was shown that EVs harbour an array of antimicrobial peptides like 

azurocidin and cathepsin G and that they can associate with fungal hyphae, or be 

internalized, leading to inhibition of fungal growth and cell death.  

     With my work I untangled more aspects of this interaction and came to the finding 

that EVs generated from neutrophils infected with A. fumigatus are highly specific in 

the killing of A. fumigatus, but do not kill bacteria, like Pseudomonas aeruginosa, or 

even other close fungal relatives like Aspergillus nidulans. Additionally, I received 

more evidence that this specificity is induced by dihydroxynaphthalene (DHN) 

melanin present on the surface of conidia. As already demonstrated co-incubation of 

neutrophils with a non-pigmented mutant of A. fumigatus, the pksP mutant, led to 

the production of EVs which were no longer antifungal. The role of DHN-melanin 

was tested through the confrontation of neutrophils with melanin ghosts, and with the 

DHN-melanin synthesizing fungus, Aspergillus clavatus, which both induced the 

production of EVs toxic to A. fumigatus. Evaluation of the hyphal damage induced 

by EVs was performed with extensive imaging, based on confocal laser scanning 

microscopy, bioinformatic 3D reconstruction and quantification of signals, and a 

metabolic assay. Furthermore, I observed that the antifungal EV-population was 

enriched for the tetraspanin CD81 and that its antifungal activity was connected to the 

ability to enter fungal hyphae, suggesting that an intracellular localisation of EVs is 

necessary to deliver the antifungal cargo. To investigate the role of EVs in health and 

disease conditions, neutrophils from immunosuppressed patients were analysed. This 

analysis led to the result, that immunosuppressive treatments completely abolish the 

ability of neutrophils to produce antifungal EVs. Of note, comparing proteome 

analysis of EVs derived from neutrophils of healthy donors with EVs from 

neutrophils of immunosuppressed patients, revealed that some proteins are in the EVs 

from neutrophils of immunosuppressed patients completely absent. Further 

investigation on these proteins might shed a light on the antifungal killing 

mechanisms implemented by EVs.  
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Furthermore, for the future prospective of being able to genetically engineer EVs from 

neutrophils in the therapy against A. fumigatus, a neutrophil-like cell model, the PLB-

985 cell line, was established. To test the potential of these cells to behave like 

primary neutrophils when confronted with conidia, I analysed the phagocytosis rate 

and cytokine release. My results, together with those of other colleagues, provide 

concrete evidence for the possibility of replacing primary neutrophils with the PLB-

985 cell line, to investigate some aspect of A. fumigatus pathogenesis.  

     In the course of my research on extracellular vesicles I also characterized EVs 

from epithelial cells. I evaluated the cell response after confrontation with resting and 

swollen conidia and with the pksP mutant of A. fumigatus. Analysing the EVs after 

these different co-incubations revealed that their protein and cytokine contents are 

changed. In particular EVs from cells infected with WT resting conidia boosted pro-

inflammatory responses of neighbouring epithelial cells, while EVs secreted after 

contact with swollen conidia, were enriched in cytokines with the potential role of 

recruiting more cells from bloodstream.  

The knowledge about EVs generated here, could be used for a future targeted therapy 

against invasive aspergillosis, which could specifically damage the fungus but not the 

human tissue and enhance the immune response.  

    Lastly my collaborative work with other authors, on fungal virulence determinants, 

highlighted the influence of temperature and time growth on shaping the surface 

composition of Aspergillus conidia and also how the expression of fundamental 

virulence molecules is however not changed. This indicates that the fungus adapts to 

different environmental conditions without losing its “invisibility” to immune cells.  
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Aspergillus fumigatus: successful journey from the environment 

to the human host.  

Aspergillus fumigatus is a ubiquitous saprophytic fungus belonging to the phylum 

Ascomycota. The natural niches where this mould can be found are soil, decomposing 

organic matter, or the compost pile (Tekaia & Latgé 2005). Several factors like the 

presence of nutrients or high oxygen levels, lead to its asexual sporulation (Mah & 

Yu 2006). During this process, airborne conidia, with a size of 2-3 m, are formed 

from a specialized structure of A. fumigatus hyphae, called conidiophore (Figure 1) 

(Zhang et al 2021). It was estimated that a single conidiophore can generate up to 10⁴ 

spores, which represent a real medical threat because they are efficiently dispersed 

into the air (van de Veerdonk et al 2017). Even if for hundred years it was believed 

that asexual sporulation was the only mean by which A. fumigatus could reproduce, 

recent advanced technologies in molecular genetics led to the discovery of mating-

type and sex-related genes in its genome, which indicate that this fungus can also 

perform a fully functional sexual reproductive cycle (Latgé & Chamilos 2019, 

O’Gorman et al 2009, Paoletti et al 2005, Sugui et al 2011). A. fumigatus spreads and 

survives better than other Aspergillus species due to several fitness and virulence 

factors (Kwon-Chung & Sugui 2013). The conidia are in fact, highly hydrophobic, 

for the presence of a thick layer composed of a low molecular weight protein called 

RodA (Paris et al 2003, Valsecchi et al 2017). The rodlet layer makes them resistant 

to numerous environmental stressors like UV radiations and reactive oxygen species 

(ROS), plus it masks molecules recognized by our immune system (Aimanianda et al 

2009, Bayry et al 2012, van de Veerdonk et al 2017). Another very prominent surface 

molecule is dihydroxynaphthalene (DHN) melanin which gives the typical grey-

greenish color to the conidia (Figure 1) (Heinekamp et al 2013). It is biosynthesized 

by enzymes located in a gene cluster with a total of 6 genes: ayg1, arp1, arp2, abr1, 

abr2 and pksP (Langfelder et al 2003). All genes are essential for the biosynthesis of 

melanin but only the deletion of the polyketide synthase PksP, which is involved in 

the first step of polymerization of 1,8-DHN, produces a pigmentless strain 

(Akoumianaki et al 2016, Jahn et al 2000, Jahn et al 1997, Jahn et al 2002, Youngchim 

et al 2004). Conidia of this strain are much less virulent than the melanized one in an 

immunocompromised mouse infection model, demonstrating the important role of 
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melanin for immune evasion by A. fumigatus (Jahn et al 1997, Langfelder et al 1998). 

DHN-melanin interferes with immune cells by preventing recognition and 

phagocytosis of conidia from professional phagocytes, by modulating the secretion 

of cytokines, and even by blocking acidification of phagolysosomes (Aimanianda et 

al 2009, Chai et al 2010, Schmidt et al 2020, Schmidt et al 2018, Thywißen et al 

2011). 

Another peculiarity which makes A. fumigatus a successful opportunistic human 

pathogen is the thermotolerance (Bhabhra & Askew 2005). The temperatures at which 

the fungus can grow range from 20 to 60 °C, with 37 °C being the optimal temperature 

(Tansey & Brock 1972). In addition to its adaptation to human body temperature, A. 

fumigatus can very efficiently sequester elements like Fe2+ and Fe3+ (Brandon et al 

2015, Misslinger et al 2021, Schrettl et al 2008), Zn (Amich & Calera 2014, Perez-

Cuesta et al 2021) and Ca2+ (de Castro et al 2020, Juvvadi 2017) and produce 

additional secondary metabolites (Keller 2019, Raffa & Keller 2019) that contribute 

to the establishment of infection. Because of all these properties A. fumigatus, 

although not being the prevalent mould in the environment, is the most frequently 

isolated fungus from cultures of respiratory tract specimens, and its DNA is found in 

37 % of lung biopsies from healthy individuals (Denning et al 2011, Máiz et al 2015, 

Mortensen et al 2011).  

Pulmonary infections caused by A. fumigatus begin with the inhalation of conidia the  

concentration of which is quite high, both indoors and outdoors, ranging from 1 to 

100 conidia per m3 of air (O’Gorman 2011). However, the persistence of the fungus 

in the lungs and the outcome of an infection depends not only on the virulence 

characteristics of the fungus, but also on the immune status of the host (Cohen et al 

1993, Hohl 2017, Ortiz et al 2022, Perfect et al 2001). In the presence of a healthy 

immune system the conidia are rapidly cleared from the lung parenchyma, but some 

clinical conditions and risk factors can favour the bypassing of immune defences 

(Dagenais & Keller 2009) (and & Langfelder 2002). Individuals with genetic defects 

like chronic granulomatosis disease (CGD) or cystic fibrosis (CF) are very often 

colonized with A. fumigatus and have a high risk of developing allergic conditions 

like allergic bronchial pulmonary aspergillosis (ABPA), or experience more severe 

complications like chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and Invasive 

Aspergillosis (IA) (Guinea et al 2010, Hammond et al 2020, King et al 2016, Knutsen 
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& Slavin 2011, Marciano et al 2015). The immune system can also be impaired due 

to immunosuppressive treatments especially in patients with haematological 

malignancies or that underwent organ or stem-cell transplantations (Klein et al 2022, 

Lewis et al 2013, Little et al 2021, Post et al 2007, Rogacheva et al 2021). In these 

cohort of patients IA has a mortality rate between 40 and 90 % if not diagnosed in 

time and correctly treated (Lin et al 2001). Unfortunately, the diagnosis of IA, using 

non-invasive techniques, still relies on the simple, and most times inefficient, 

measurement of galactomannans or beta-glucan from blood samples or 

bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF). A more precise detection is therefore based on 

histopathology performed on tissue biopsies, although the collection of these samples 

is not always feasible due to the critical conditions of the patients and the time needed 

to deliver the results, which can be several days (Lass-Flörl 2019, Ullmann et al 

2018). The treatment of IA is also a major challenge for scientists and clinicians. 

Today, there are three classes of antifungal drugs available, i.e., azoles, inhibitors of 

the ergosterol synthesis, echinocandins, inhibitors of beta 1-3 glucan synthesis in the 

cell wall and the polyenes which also bind ergosterol. The efficacy of all antifungals 

mostly depends on early and rapid treatment to prevent fungal colonization of the 

tissue (Jenks & Hoenigl 2018). In addition, combination therapy with antifungals 

must be used with caution due to hepatoxicity and nephrotoxicity of the individual 

agent and increasing fungal resistance (Campitelli et al 2017, Guegan et al 2021, 

Johnson & Perfect 2010, Pérez-Cantero et al 2020, Tverdek et al 2016). For all these 

reasons uncovering fundamental host-pathogen mechanisms, whose knowledge form 

the basis for developing novel strategies for the diagnosis and therapy of IA, is crucial 

and has been the focus of my doctoral research.  
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Figure 1 A. fumigatus growth stages.  

A. fumigatus mostly reproduces asexually and releases the formed conidia from conidiophores to 

the air (A). The formed conidia are hydrophobic because of the presence of a rodlet and melanin 

layer as shown in Ba: SEM image of conidium surface (Credit to Pihet et al., (Pihet et al 2009)). The 

surface composition of conidia is unique (Bb) and it alters when the environmental conditions 

change (C). The rodlet and melanin layers are lost during swelling, leading to the formation of 

hyphae (Da). Hyphae also possess a peculiar cell wall composition (Db) and can form biofilms E: 

SEM picture of A. fumigatus biofilm (Credit to William et al., (Williams et al 2016)) Image created 

with Mindthegraph.com     
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1.2 Defence against A. fumigatus: epithelial cells and alveolar 

macrophages coordinate antifungal response.  

After inhalation, the small-sized A. fumigatus conidia reach the human lungs (Figure 

2) (Latgé & Chamilos 2019). In most cases, they are limited to the upper respiratory 

tract where they encounter bronchial epithelial cells (BECs) and are eliminated 

through mucociliary clearance (Osherov 2012). Besides producing mucus, the 

bronchial epithelium is able to phagocytose up to 20 % of conidia. A small percentage 

ends up in acidified phagolysosomes and is digested, but the majority is only 

contained for several hours within cells, leading eventually to conidial germination 

and their growth out of the epithelium (Ben-Ghazzi et al 2021, Bigot et al 2020a, 

Clark et al 2019, Culibrk et al 2019). Some molecules have been identified as fungal 

ligands on resting conidia, recognized by epithelial cells, like the lectin FleA which 

binds to mucins present in the airway mucus, or the protein CalA which interacts with 

integrin α5β1 on host cells (Kerr et al 2016, Liu et al 2016, Richard et al 2018). 

Moreover, epithelial cells can also strongly bind a polysaccharide exposed on swollen 

conidia, the beta 1-3 glucan, through the dectin-1 receptor (Sun et al 2012). Dectin-1 

is a C-type lectin receptor, required for the defence against A. fumigatus (Romani 

2011). Immunocompetent mice lacking this receptor showed increased susceptibility 

to intratracheal A. fumigatus infection compared to wild type mice and in humans a 

dysfunctional dectin-1 is connected to a high risk of developing IA (Ferwerda et al 

2009, Sainz et al 2012, Werner et al 2009). Binding of dectin-1 to beta 1-3-glucan, 

initiates the transduction via the Syk/CARD9 and Raf-1 signalling pathways. Both 

cascades end with the induction of the nuclear factor (NF)-B and transcription of 

pro-inflammatory genes (Drummond & Brown 2011, Geijtenbeek & Gringhuis 

2009). Furthermore, the Syk kinase also activates the NLRP3 inflammasome 

triggering the cleavage of IL-1 and IL-18 from caspase-1 (Jeong et al 2018). 

Additionally, lung epithelial cells can sense the presence of A. fumigatus through Toll 

like receptors (TLRs) (Mayer et al 2007). The expression of all 10 TLRs was in fact 

detected via real time PCR in airway human epithelial cells, and mutations in TLR 2 

and 4 are considered risk factors for development of IA (Balloy et al 2005, Bellocchio 

et al 2004a, Blease et al 2001, Sha et al 2004). Even though the molecule inducing 

their activation remains a mystery, they are known to respond by secreting pro-

inflammatory mediators in a MyD88-NF-κB-dependent way (Balloy et al 2008). The 

generation of cytokines and chemokines from epithelial cells is crucial to establish an 
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efficient host response against A. fumigatus (Figure 2) (Ewald et al 2021, Øya et al 

2019). Cytokines like IL-8 act on the recruitment of neutrophils by stimulating their 

chemotaxis, their degranulation and their ROS production (Balloy & Chignard 2009). 

IL-6 can promote mucus formation and maturation of T helper type 2 cells (Heijink 

et al 2002, Oosthuizen et al 2011, Shin et al 2006) and GM-CSF can function 

simultaneously on immature hematopoietic cells inducing their final differentiation, 

but also on mature neutrophils and macrophages to enhance their antimicrobial 

activities (Bigot et al 2020a, Kasahara et al 2016). In addition to recruiting factors 

epithelial cells produce soluble antimicrobial peptides capable of damaging the 

fungus directly. For example, human beta defensins are highly expressed in bronchial 

epithelial cells after exposure to A. fumigatus and lysosomal enzymes like N-Acetyl-

β-d-glucosaminidase, Cathepsin B and D were found in the secretome of infected 

BECs (Alekseeva et al 2009, Fekkar et al 2012).  
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       Figure 2 Interaction of A. fumigatus with innate immune cells. 

After inhalation, the small conidia reach the lungs' alveoli. Upon contact with conidia, epithelial 

cells release anti-inflammatory cytokines to recruit neutrophils, macrophages, and monocytes 

from blood. Alveolar macrophages are important for the clearance of conidia due to their 

phagocytic ability. They also produce reactive oxygen species and cytokines to amplify the 

inflammation wave and boost the activity of other immune cells. In the case of A. fumigatus, the 

degradation following phagocytosis by macrophages is inhibited by the DHN-melanin on the 

surface of conidia. This molecule interferes with the assembly of the V-ATPase and acidification 

of phagolysosomes and allows conidia to survive for some time in macrophages. Image created 

with Mindthegraph.com     
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Alveolar macrophages are the first immune cells that encounter A. fumigatus inside 

the lungs alveoli (Dagenais & Keller 2009, Latgé & Chamilos 2019). Computer 

modeling systems predicted the presence of only one resident macrophage for every 

three alveoli, but even being in such a low number they have a notable role in the 

management of infection (Neupane et al 2020, Romani 2011). As professional 

phagocytes, they recognize the fungus through pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) 

(Brakhage et al 2010). In particular the dectin-1 receptor, like for epithelial cells, it´s 

also important for the binding of beta 1-3-glucan by macrophages (Brown et al 2002, 

Steele et al 2005). This binding is only possible when the carbohydrate is accessible 

on the surface of conidia that is mainly on swollen conidia or early germlings (Luther 

et al 2007). The activation of dectin-1 leads to reorganization of surface molecules, 

cytoskeleton rearrangements, and formation of the phagocytic cup to engulf the 

conidia (Goodridge et al 2011, Goodridge et al 2012). Furthermore, it promotes the 

release of cytokines and chemokines including TNF-α, IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8, macrophage 

inflammatory protein (MIP)-1α, and monocyte chemoattractant protein (MCP)-1 

which are fundamental for recruitment and stimulation of other immune cells from 

the bloodstream (Brown et al 2003, Dubourdeau et al 2006, Phadke & Mehrad 2005). 

Generation of pro-inflammatory cytokines induced by dectin-1, in macrophages, 

requires the co-stimulation of the TLR2 and 4 (Braedel et al 2004, Faro-Trindade et 

al 2012, Gantner et al 2003, Gersuk et al 2006, Meier et al 2003). Knockouts of TLR2 

or the MyD88 adaptor proteins, in macrophages, both in human and mouse cell lines, 

showed reduced cytokine production and phagocytosis. Conidia engage equally 

TLR2 and 4 but signalling through TLR4 is lost after formation of hyphae, suggesting 

a more important role of this receptor in late stages of infection (Chai et al 2009, 

Mambula et al 2002, Marr et al 2003, Netea et al 2003). Following ingestion, conidia 

are then processed by alveolar macrophages (Dagenais & Keller 2009). Killing is 

exerted through production of ROS and phagolysosomal acidification (Ibrahim-

Granet et al 2003). The role of ROS was demonstrated in alveolar macrophages from 

47phox−/− CGD mice, or wild-type alveolar macrophages treated with chemical 

inhibitors of NADPH oxidase which were not able anymore to efficiently eliminate 

the fungus (Philippe et al 2003). Furthermore, mitochondrial ROS contribute also to 

this fungicidal activity (Shlezinger et al 2021). However, the role of ROS for killing 

is a matter of debate since mutant strains of A. fumigatus supersensitive for ROS are 

still virulent in a mouse infection model (Lessing et al 2007).  
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The last crucial step required for degradation of conidia is the maturation of 

phagosomes to functional phagolysosomes. Phagolysosomal acidification depends on 

the vATPase proton pump, which lowers the intraluminal pH thereby activating 

catalytic and proteolytic enzymes (Hackam et al 1999, Westman & Grinstein 2021). 

The assembly of the vATPase on the phagolysosomal membrane is delayed by DHN 

melanin of A. fumigatus allowing a longer intracellular survival of the fungus (Figure 

2) (Schmidt et al 2020, Thywißen et al 2011). Regardless the significant role of 

epithelial cells and alveolar macrophages, immune cells that are absolutely essential 

for a complete clearance of A. fumigatus are neutrophils. Their defence strategies will 

be discussed in the following chapter.   
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1.3 Neutrophils are essential immune cells against A. fumigatus 

Polymorphonuclear granulocytes (PMNs), or neutrophils, belong to the professional 

phagocytes of the human innate immune system (Mayadas et al 2014). They represent 

60 % of the circulating white blood cells and circa 70 % of the whole leukocyte 

population (Li et al 2002). PMNs originate from myeloid pluripotent progenitors in 

the bone marrow. These cells undergo a series of differentiation steps, ending with 

the release of circa 1011 mature and terminally differentiated neutrophils per day in 

the bloodstream (Cowland & Borregaard 1999, Dancey et al 1976, Hidalgo et al 

2019). Once they start circulating their life span is very short, between 4 and 18 h. 

After this time, they activate apoptosis and are mainly phagocytosed by resident 

macrophages of the liver, spleen, and bone marrow (Basu et al 2002, Bratton & 

Henson 2011, Lahoz-Beneytez et al 2016, Liew & Kubes 2019, Shi et al 2001). 

However, this rapid turnover does not affect the number of circulating neutrophils, 

which remains constant thanks to a perfect balance between production and 

elimination (Adrover et al 2016, von Vietinghoff & Ley 2008). Mature PMNs possess 

special features that distinguish them from all other cells: the polylobulated nuclei 

surrounded by small amounts of laminin A/C, which contributes to their plasticity and 

facilitates migration to the site of infection (Manley et al 2018, Rowat et al 2013), and 

the presence of granules in their cytoplasm (Borregaard & Cowland 1997b, Carvalho 

et al 2015, Rosales 2018). Granules start to form before the full maturation of 

neutrophils and continue this process until the very last step of segmentation 

(Borregaard & Cowland 1997a, Borregaard et al 1995). Based on their size, 

morphology, and protein content granules are divided into three classes (Bainton et 

al 1971). Primary, or azurophilic, granules carriers of potent hydrolytic enzymes like 

elastase, myeloperoxidases (MPO), and defensins. Secondary, or specific, granules 

enriched with the iron-binding protein lactoferrin, collagenase, lysozyme, and the 

cytochrome b558, and tertiary, or gelatinase granules harbouring matrix 

metalloproteinases, such as gelatinase (Borregaard & Cowland 1997a, Sheshachalam 

et al 2014).  

     The journey of mature neutrophils does not end in the bloodstream, in fact upon 

exposure of selectins from endothelial cells, they start rolling along the vessel´s wall 

and with an integrin-mediated movement, they transmigrate from the blood into the 

infected tissue, a process called extravasation (Schnoor et al 2021). Arrival and 

activation of PMNs in the lungs following A. fumigatus colonization are decisive for 
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the resolution of the infection. Their pivotal function is illustrated in neutropenic 

mouse models or neutropenic and CGD patients that have a very high susceptibility 

to this infection. (Cohen et al 1981, Gerson et al 1984, Pollock et al 1995, 

Svirshchevskaya et al 2009). Neutrophils respond to all the different fungal 

morphotypes with the help of various tools (Gazendam et al 2016), including 

phagocytosis (Lehrer & Jan 1970), degranulation (Levitz & Farrell 1990, Zarember 

et al 2007), generation of ROS (Boyle et al 2012, Prüfer et al 2014), production of 

neutrophils extracellular traps (NETs) (Bruns et al 2010, McCormick et al 2010), 

production of cytokine and chemokines (Hasenberg et al 2011, Mehrad et al 1999), 

and as more recently discovered, secretion of extracellular vesicles (Shopova et al 

2020).  

     Recognition of the pathogen is the first step toward efficient phagocytosis. For this 

purpose neutrophils express on their surface different receptors: the C-type lectin 

receptors (CLRs) dectin-1 (Gringhuis et al 2012, Steele et al 2005, Werner et al 2009), 

dectin-2 and mincle, the Toll-like-receptors (TLRs) (Bellocchio et al 2004a, 

Bellocchio et al 2004b) and the complement receptors (CR1, CR2, CR3) (Braem et al 

2015, Moalli et al 2010). Ingestion of resting conidia from human neutrophils is 

enhanced by opsonization. The opsonins present in blood and lung tissue are 

complement proteins and antibodies. Their function is to flag the surface of a 

pathogen making it visible to the professional phagocytes. IgG and IgM were shown 

to bind A. fumigatus conidia, and afterwards interact with the C1q complement 

protein. This protein initiates the classical complement pathway forming a complex 

with two serine-proteases C1r and C1s. Together they process the C4 and 

subsequentially, C2 protein generating the C3 convertase (Gaboriaud et al 2003, 

Venkatraman Girija et al 2013). The binding of C1q in some cases is mediated by the 

pentraxin 3 (PTX3) a soluble pattern recognition molecule (Parente et al 2020). 

Moalli et al. showed that the N- terminal domain of PTX3 is responsible for conidia 

detection but the full-length molecule is required to enhance the phagocytic activity 

of neutrophils (Moalli et al 2010).  

     Furthermore, conidia can be sensed by other opsonins present in the human serum 

called L-ficolins (Bidula et al 2015, Bidula et al 2016). Normally, ficolins are only 

initiators of the alternative complement pathway which also culminates with the 

formation of the C3 convertase, but during Aspergillus infection, they might exert 

additional functions, as ficolin-deficient mice display increased fungal burden and 
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severe illness compared to wild-type mice (Genster et al 2016). In this context, one 

study showed that ficolin-2 can bind directly to A. fumigatus, and subsequently 

interact with PTX3 modulating complement activation (Dumestre-Pérard et al 2008, 

Gout et al 2011, Ma et al 2009). All these opsonization patterns culminate with C3 

deposition and CR3-mediated elimination of conidia through activation of the FCRs 

receptors (Genster et al 2016). As discussed for epithelial cells and macrophages, 

neutrophils can also bind the beta 1-3-glucan once the conidia start swelling. 

Nevertheless, dectin-1 recognition of particles seems to be not the major contributor 

to phagocytosis and activation in human neutrophils (Gazendam et al 2016, van 

Bruggen et al 2009). On the contrary, the engagement of TLRs is crucial for the 

induction of some oxidative pathways, such as the release of granules and pro-

inflammatory cytokines which contribute to the reduction of fungal burden 

(Bellocchio et al 2004b).  

     Once Aspergillus conidia have swollen, they become too large to be engulfed by 

PMNs. A series of mechanisms are initiated by neutrophils designed to inhibit fungal 

growth. One of these is the formation of neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) 

(Diamond et al 1978). As a consequence of the drastic changes which brings in the 

cells, in particular their eventual death, NETosis is often referred to, as a cell death 

program (Fuchs et al 2007). Hallmarks of NETosis are decondensation of chromatin, 

loss of nuclear shape and disintegration of the nuclear membrane, homogenization of 

the nuclear and cytoplasmic content and their expulsion outside the cells (Brinkmann 

et al 2004). Fundamentally NETs represent a web of chromatin fibers, full of histone 

proteins and antimicrobial peptides like MPO, neutrophils elastase, and other 

degradative enzymes (Dąbrowska et al 2016). An important pathway for the 

generation of NETs in human neutrophils, is dependent on the activation of the 

NADPH oxidase as demonstrated by the inability of CGD patients and p47phox−/− 

mice, to control fungal infections (Remijsen et al 2011, Röhm et al 2014). 

Furthermore, the involvement of the Raf-MEK-ERK pathways is also required for 

their full engagement in NETs production and inhibition of apoptosis (Hakkim et al 

2011). 

Due to their non-specific content, NETs can be deleterious to tissues, and lead to 

hyperinflammation and eventually organ failure (Mutua & Gershwin 2021), therefore 

their formation must be limited. Additionally, in the context of aspergillosis, their 

function has been shown to be dispensable. In fact, their secretion from neutrophils 
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can be reduced by the hydrophobin RodA present on the surface of conidia and they 

are only mildly fungistatic against hyphae (Bruns et al 2010, McCormick et al 2010). 

For this reason, neutrophils must possess additional extracellular killing mechanisms 

to harm the fungus. These mechanisms will be the topic of the next chapter.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Killing mechanisms of neutrophils.  

Neutrophils employ different strategies to kill A. fumigatus depending on the growth stages of the 

fungus. The first interaction with resting conidia coated with DHN-melanin, leads to phagocytosis 

and intracellular degradation. Nevertheless, as in alveolar macrophages, also in neutrophils the 

phagosome maturation is delayed by DHN-melanin. Degranulation as well as NET formation are 

induced by all three morphotypes and are followed by neutrophil cell death. NETs are webs of 

chromatin fibers is full of DNA and antimicrobial peptides which literally trap hyphae and hardly 

block their growth. Lastly, as recently showed, conidia can trigger the release of antifungal EVs. 

Image created with Mindthegraph.com.      
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1.4 Extracellular vesicles: intercellular mediators in health and 

disease. 

 

Extracellular vesicles (EVs) are lipid-enclosed particles secreted from nearly every 

cell type and organism (Raposo & Stoorvogel 2013). Their main function is to transfer 

information, in the form of protein, DNA, RNA, or lipid, from one cell to another 

(Nederveen et al 2021). Based on their size and biogenesis they are classified into 

exosomes, microvesicles, apoptotic bodies, and more recently a new population of 

super-small particles (< 50 nm) named exomeres, was described (Anand et al 2021). 

Apoptotic bodies are the largest member of the EV family (500- 4000 nm) and they 

are normally secreted by cells undergoing apoptosis. This type of cell death is highly 

regulated and leads to the compartmentalization of all cellular components and their 

incorporation into apoptotic bodies. These are then released from the dying cell and 

phagocytosed by professional phagocytes to avoid induction of inflammation (Elmore 

2007). Microvesicles are usually greater than 200 nm and originate from direct 

budding from the plasma membrane (Tricarico et al 2017), while the smallest family 

components, exosomes (< 150 nm) are first formed within a structure called the 

multivesicular body (MVB) and then released in the extracellular space by MVB 

fusion with the plasma membrane (Figure 4) (Latifkar et al 2019, Yokoi & Ochiya 

2021). Independently from the way they are secreted from cells, the generation of all 

EVs requires the presence of the ESCRT (Endosomal Sorting Complex Responsible 

for Transport) machinery. This machinery consists of four main protein complexes, 

ESCRT 0, I, II, III, and some adaptor proteins. ESCRT-0 is the first one to associate 

with the endosomal membrane, shuttling through its Hrs subunit, ubiquitinated 

proteins. Afterward, the same Hrs compartment interacts with a subunit of the 

ESCRT-I protein complex called the tumor susceptibility gene 101 (TSG101), 

leading to the assembly of ESCRT-II. Through ESCRT-I incorporation with ESCRT-

II, intraluminal vesicles (ILVs) invaginate into the MVB lumen. Later on, the 

ESCRT-III complex is also coupled and activated, playing a crucial role in EV 

formation by initiating membrane deformation and detachment of the MVBs from the 

plasma membrane (Frankel & Audhya 2018, Mir & Goettsch 2020).  

Although ESCRTs are major contributors in exosome formation, they are not the only 

factors involved. More recently, cargo selection mechanisms independent of ESCRT, 

have been described. It was observed that increased ceramide levels, produced by 

sphingomyelinases can promote in different ways MVB maturation (Shamseddine et 
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al 2015), or that ILVs formation and cargo sorting could also be triggered by the 

tetraspanin CD63 in the absence of a functional ESCRT machinery (Edgar et al 2014, 

van Niel et al 2011).  

 

 

 

Figure 4 Biogenesis of EVs and their composition. 

A. Microvesicles originate from reorganization of the plasma membrane and its outward blebbing. 

B. Exosomes are formed by invagination of intraluminal vesicles (ILVs) inside early endosomes, 

which then mature into a structure called multivesicular body (MVBs). The MVBs can fuse with 

the plasma membrane releasing exosomes in the extracellular space or fuse with lysosomes 

resulting in the degradation of their content. C. Exosomes are lipid bilayer-enclosed particles that 

can contain proteins, nucleic acids, or lipids. Their composition changes depending on the type 

and conditions of the releasing cell. (Image credit to Yokoi & Ochiya, 2021).  

 

The importance of EVs lies in their multiple functions. However, to be functional, 

they must somehow be perceived by the recipient cell. In some cases, EVs have been 

shown to interact preferentially with certain cell types (French et al 2017). For 

example, EVs from leukemia cells were internalized through phagocytosis only by 

professional phagocytes but remained attached to the membrane of non-phagocytic 

cells (Feng et al 2010). Furthermore, the EVs selectivity was also observed in vivo, 

with their differential organ distribution (Lai et al 2014). The surface protein 

composition of EVs is in part accountable for this phenomenon. Tetraspanins such as 

CD81, CD63, and CD9 are regularly found on EVs and are considered “EV markers” 

(Simpson et al 2012).  
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    In light of the heterogeneous distribution of tetraspanins across different EV 

populations, it is evident that these molecules do not just accumulate on the surface 

of EVs due to their involvement in protein recycling, but also because they can 

interact with molecules on the recipient cells (Jankovičová et al 2020). For instance, 

CD81 was shown to interact with the VCAM-1 integrin thereby strengthening the 

adhesiveness of monocytes to the vascular endothelium (Feigelson et al 2003). 

Besides tetraspanins, the EV surface is also enriched with integrins, proteoglycans, 

and lectins which play a crucial role in their docking and uptake (French et al 2017). 

What has also aroused great interest in the scientific community since the discovery 

of EVs, is their cargo, which consists of proteins, DNA, RNA, and lipids (Figure 4) 

(Anand et al 2019). The ability to decipher the cargo of an individual EV population 

through, transcriptomic, proteomic, or sequencing techniques opened up the 

possibility of manipulating this content to create genetically engineered vesicles that 

can be used as therapeutic agents (Li et al 2018).  

     Recent evidence has shown that EVs play also an important role in combating 

pathogens (Brakhage et al 2021). EVs secreted by mouse macrophages could reduce 

Mycobacterium tuberculosis infection both in vivo and in vitro, and dendritic cell-

derived EVs, were able to activate the response of NK cells against the bacterium 

Chlamydia psittaci (García-Martínez et al 2019, Radomski et al 2019).  

In addition to all the “lethal weapons” discussed in the previous paragraph, 

neutrophils can also produce EVs during inflammatory processes (Hong 2018). They 

were first characterized as phosphatidylserine-containing particles with a size 

between 100 and 2000 nm (Gasser et al 2003, Hess et al 1999, Stein & Luzio 1991). 

     Depending on the target cells, they can trigger either pro-inflammatory or anti-

inflammatory reactions. In the context of rheumatoid arthritis, neutrophil-derived EVs 

(NDEVs) have been shown to be loaded with the anti-inflammatory protein annexin 

A1 which stimulates chondrocytes to produce extracellular matrix and cartilage, thus 

exerting a beneficial effect on joints (Headland et al 2015). Moreover, NDEVs were 

also able to decrease the inflammatory state of human macrophages and dendritic 

cells, primed with zymosan and LPS through the expression of phosphatidylserine 

(PS) in the outer membrane (Eken et al 2010). This phenotype was caused by the 

binding of PS with the Mer tyrosine kinase (MerTK) receptor and subsequent release 

of TGF-β1. However, blocking the binding between PS and MerTK did not 

completely abolish the secretion of TGF-β1, revealing an even higher level of 
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regulation induced by NDEVs, which was found to be the induction of Ca (2+) influxes 

and mobilization of stored TGF-β1 (Eken et al 2013). However, in some cases, the 

presence of neutrophils, as well as NDEVs, may have detrimental effects on the tissue 

(Pitanga et al 2014). Exposure of endothelial cells to NDEVs drove morphological 

changes and loss of their membrane integrity. In the effort to understand the cause of 

this effect, Gomez et al. identified a miRNA, mir-155, as the factor delivered by 

NDEVs to endothelial cells that promotes atherosclerosis plaque formation. This 

miRNA increases NF-κB expression by targeting its negative regulator BCL6 thereby 

initiating inflammation (Gomez et al 2020).  

     The function of NDEVs during pathogen-cell interactions has also been described. 

Stimulation of neutrophils with opsonized Staphylococcus aureus induced the release 

of antibacterial microvesicles. These vesicles caused the aggregation of bacteria and 

decreased their growth (Timár et al 2013). Moreover, the formation of EVs with 

antibacterial activity was induced by stimulation of the CR3 (Mac-1) receptor and 

was restricted to EVs secreted from activated neutrophils and not spontaneously 

released, probably due to the different protein cargo of the two EV subsets (Lőrincz 

Á et al 2015) (Szeifert et al 2021). Another explanation for this phenotype could be 

that PMNs are able to sense environmental factors, such as the presence of a pathogen 

or cytokines produced by neighbouring cells, and consequently, “customize” their 

EVs (Kolonics et al 2021).  

     The production of EVs from neutrophils after contact with A. fumigatus was only 

recently uncovered (Shopova et al 2020). These vesicles showed antifungal activity 

when applied to the fungus and the ability to bind to fungal hyphae. Proteomic 

analysis revealed that they are carriers of potent antimicrobial peptides like azurocidin 

and cathepsin G which might account for their inhibitory activity.  

To summarize NDEVs exhibit diversified functions in health and disease making their 

study essential for harnessing their potential as therapeutic or diagnostic agents.      
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2. Research aims 

    

Aspergillus fumigatus is an important human fungal pathogen causing life-threatening 

infections. The number of these infections continues to rise due to the lack of rapid 

diagnosis and highly effective therapies. Thus, to address this critical situation is 

essential to elucidate the mechanisms by which the immune system can prevent 

infection, as well as the virulence factors that allow the fungus to evade this immune 

response (Fisher et al 2022, Netzker et al 2018).  

     Since previously the meaning of afEVs (A. fumigatus-induced EVs) produced by 

neutrophilic granulocytes to target and kill A. fumigatus has been discovered, the aim 

of my PhD thesis was to understand the specificity of this response, i.e., whether the 

afEVs are able to kill other pathogens, and whether the antifungal effect could be 

provided by a specific subpopulation of afEVs, enriched for a particular surface 

marker. A question very relevant, whose answer could benefit the treatment of 

invasive aspergillosis might be connected to afEVs: are they also effective when 

individuals are immunosuppressed? 

The second major aim of my thesis was to analyze the response of epithelial cells, for 

the production of antifungal EVs and cytokine release, as little is known about their 

role during aspergillosis.  

Finally, the induction of antifungal EVs could be triggered by surface molecules of 

A. fumigatus, hence my third aim was to investigate the modifications of the surface 

proteome under different growth conditions.   
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3. Manuscripts 
 

3.1 Manuscript A 

 

Dynamic surface proteomes of allergenic fungal conidia 

 

Blango MG, Pschibul A, Rivieccio F, Krüger T, Rafiq M, Jia L, Zheng T, Goldmann 

M, Voltersen V, Li J, Panagiotou G, Kniemeyer O, Brakhage AA 

 

Manuscript published in Journal of Proteome Research; 19(5), 2092-2104 

Accepted March 2020 

 

Summary: 

The surface composition of the pathogenic fungus A. fumigatus is fundamental for 

its survival in the environment and adaptation to the human body. 

Therefore, investigation on how this surface changes is crucial to understand which 

virulence determinants make this mold a successful pathogen compared to other 

fungi.  

This paper investigates, through a trypsin shaving approach followed by LC-MS/MS 

analysis, the surface proteome of A. fumigatus expressed at various temperatures and 

different growth stages.  

As a result, the two proteins ScwA and CweA were identified as the most abundant 

on the surface of conidia. However, knockout of these proteins had only minor effects 

on the fungal response to cell wall stressors, suggesting that, even being dynamic, the 

conidial surface composition is stable against disturbances.  

 

Contribution to the manuscript: 

Flora Rivieccio was involved in the generation of complemented strain of scwA and 

cweA and in their characterization together with the knockout strains. She also 

contributed to editing the manuscript.  
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S-4 
 

Figure S1. Production of ∆cweA and ∆scwA knockouts in A. fumigatus. A) Reannotation of scwA (Afu4g09310) 

from A. fumigatus CEA10. For production of genetic deletions of B) cweA and C) scwA flanking DNA sequences 

were amplified using the appropriate primers p1-p4. D) The flanking DNA sequences were then combined with 

the ptrA resistance marker by Phusion polymerase and primers p1/4 to produce a construct with gene flanking 

regions surrounding the resistance marker. Genetic deletions of E) scwA and F) cweA were then confirmed by 

Southern blot analysis after digestion of genomic DNA with HindIII or ClaI, respectively. Complemented strains for 

G) cweA and H) scwA were produced by introducing a construct containing a 5’ flanking sequence (F1), the gene 

with both 5’ and 3’ UTRs, a hygromycin resistance cassette (hph), and a 3’ flanking sequence (F2) into the original 

locus of the corresponding knockout strain via homologous recombination. Southern blots were performed to 

confirm complementation of I) cweA after digestion of genomic DNA using restriction enzyme BamHI and J) scwA 

using restriction enzyme EcoRI.  
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S-6 
 

Figure S2. Phylogenetic analysis of A. fumigatus cell surface proteins. A) Phylogenetic tree of ScwA sequences 

produced using the DNAStar MegAlign software with a ClustalW alignment of all sequences deemed significant by 

NCBI Blastp suite. B) Phylogenetic tree of CweA sequences produced using the DNAStar MegAlign software with 

a ClustalW alignment of all sequences deemed significant by NCBI Blastp suite. 
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S-7 
 

 

Figure S3. Growth characterization of the ∆cweA and ∆scwA knockouts. A) Growth on AMM and malt agar plates 

for 48 h. B) Strains were serially diluted and spotted onto AMM agar with the addition of the indicated stressors 

and grown for 72 h. Experiments are representative data from three separate experiments. 
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Figure S4. Trypsin does not induce major changes in fungal conidial permeability. A) Images show 

representative fungal conidia stained for 15 min with the cell-impermeable dye propidium iodide 

(red) following treatment with 1% (w/v) SDS (left) or 5 µg/mL trypsin for 5 min at 37°C (right). B) After 

8 hours of incubation, germlings (with hyphal extensions) and swollen conidia also show no lysis after 

trypsin treatment as performed in A). All scale bars are 50 µm.  
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S-10 
 

Table S1. Fungal strains used in this study.  

Strain Genotype/Phenotype Source 

CEA10 A. fumigatus wild type Fungal Genetics Stock Center (A1163) 

CEA17 A. fumigatus akuBKU80 deletion in CEA10 Da Silva Ferreira et al., 2006 

CEA17ΔcweA Derived from CEA17; Afu4g09600::ptrA; 
PtrAR, ΔAfu4g09600 

This study 

CEA17ΔcweA + 
CweA 

ΔcweA complemented strain This study 

CEA17ΔscwA Derived from CEA17; Afu4g09310::ptrA; 
PtrAR, ΔAfu4g09310 

This study 

CEA17ΔscwA + 
ScwA 

ΔscwA complemented strain This study 

ATCC 66981 A. alternata wild type American Type Culture Collection 

ATCC 28089 P. rubens wild type American Type Culture Collection 

ATCC MYA-4682 C. herbarum wild type American Type Culture Collection 

 

  

S-11 
 

 

Table S2. Oligonucleotides and plasmids used in this study.  

Oligonucleotide Sequence (5’—3’) Target  

Gene Deletion 

cweA-1 TAACAGAACCTGCCACGACC cweA 

cweA-2 GGCCTGAGTGGCCATCGAATTCTTCCTCCGACCAGACCCTTC cweA 

cweA-3 GAGGCCATCTAGGCCATCAAGCGCTGTCATTCGTGCCGTTGA cweA 

cweA-4 GCAAGCGCAGCAAGATAAGG cweA 

scwA-1 GCCCACATGCCTCTAGACTC scwA 

scwA-2 GGCCTGAGTGGCCATCGAATTCCGATCAGCACTCTGGTACTG scwA 

scwA-3 GAGGCCATCTAGGCCATCAAGCGGAGATGGCTGGATATAGTC scwA 

scwA-4 GCGAGAACCAGAGCGCAAAC scwA 

prtA-1 GAATTCGATGGCCACTCAGGCC ptrA 

prtA-2 GCTTGATGGCCTAGATGGCCTC ptrA 

   

Complementation 

scwA_F    TATCACGAGGCCCTTTCGTCAAGCAAGACCAGAACCTGAAATC scwA 

scwA_hph_R     GCTCCCCAGGGCTTCTAGTGGATATCTG scwA 

scwA_hph_F    GCAAAGGAATATGAAGGGCTTTCCCGAAAG scwA 

scwA_R   CATCGTCACCAACCACACGTCGCGCGTTTCGGTGATGAC scwA 

hph_scwA_F     GGGCTTCTAGTGGATATCTGCAGAATTCGC hph 

hph_scwA_R     GTCCGAGGGCAAAGGAATATGAAGGGCT hph 

pUC19_F       TCGCGCGTTTCGGTGATG pUC19 

pUC19_R      GTATCACGAGGCCCTTTCGTC pUC19 

cweA_F    TATCACGAGGCCCTTTCGTCCTAACAGAACCTGCCACG cweA 

cweA_hph_R    CTAGCTTACGAAGATCAAGAATTTCGCCAGTGTG cweA 

cweA_hph_F      CAAAGGAATAGTCAGCCATGTGTGGTCTC cweA 

cweA_R     CATGAGTTTATTAGGGAGCATGAGTCGCGCGTTTCGGTGATGAC cweA 

hph_cweA_F      TCAAGAATTTCGCCAGTGTGATGGATATC hph 

hph_cweA_R     GTCCGAGGGCAAAGGAATAGTCAGCCATG hph 

 

Plasmids Source  

pUC19 New England Biolabs  

pUC19_scwAc Complementation plasmid produced in this study  

pUC19_cweAc Complementation plasmid produced in this study  
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3. Manuscripts 

 

3.2 Manuscript B 

 

Host-derived extracellular vesicles for antimicrobial defense 

 

Brakhage A.A, Zimmermann A-K, Rivieccio F, Visser C, Blango MG. 

 

Manuscript published in microLife, Volume 2, April 2021. 

 

Summary: 

This review gives an overview on the role of extracellular vesicles in the host defense 

against pathogens. In particular it highlights how, many organisms, like plants or 

human cells, utilize extracellular vesicles packed with antimicrobial cargo, to 

extracellularly kill fungi or bacteria. Ultimately it provides examples of extracellular 

vesicles-based therapeutics. 

 

Contribution to the manuscript: 

Flora Rivieccio was involved in writing the introduction and the chapter “Microbes 

produce extracellular vesicles against other microbes”. Furthermore, she designed 

and generated the first the figure.  

 

Estimated contribution in percentage: 

 

 

Author Conceptual Data 

analysis 

Experimental Writing 

the 

manuscript 

Provision 

of 

material 

Brakhage 

A.A 

20% 0% 0% 20% 0% 

Zimmermann 

A-K 

20% 0% 0% 20% 0% 

Rivieccio F. 20% 0% 0% 20% 0% 

Visser C. 20% 0% 0% 20% 0% 

Blango MG. 20% 0% 0% 20% 0% 

Total: 100% 0% 0% 100% 100% 
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3. Manuscripts 

 

3.3 Manuscript C 

 

PLB-985 Neutrophil-Like cells as a model to study Aspergillus 

fumigatus pathogenesis 

 

Rafiq M*, Rivieccio F*, Zimmermann A-K*, Visser C, Bruch A, Krüger T, González 

Rojas K, Kniemeyer O, Blango MG, Brakhage A.A.  

      *These authors contributed equally 

       

      Manuscript published on mSphere journal. 7(1):e0094021. January 2022. 

 

Summary: 

Polymorphonuclear leukocytes are important immune cells against the pathogenic 

fungus A. fumigatus. However, the only way to investigate their response to the 

fungus, is to isolate them freshly from healthy donors. This can be challenging due to 

the limited amount of blood, restricted number of donors and above all to the short 

half-life of these cells after isolation. In this work a neutrophil cells line model in the 

context of A. fumigatus infection was established. To this aim different aspects of the 

neutrophil’s interplay with conidia and hyphae, in differentiated PLB-985 cells, were 

investigated. This analysis revealed that differentiated PLB-985 cells are a valid 

model for substitution of primary cells to study A. fumigatus pathogenesis.    

 

Contribution to the manuscript:  

Flora Rivieccio analyzed phagocytosis and cytokines production from PLB-985 cells 

and primary neutrophils. She also contributed to writing and editing figures and text 

of the manuscript. 
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Estimated contribution in percentage: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Author Conceptual Data 

analysis 

Experimental Writing 

the 

manuscript 

Provisio

n of 

material 

Rafiq M* 15% 20% 20% 15% 0% 

Rivieccio 

F.* 

15% 20% 20% 15% 0% 

Zimmermann 

A-K* 

15% 20% 20% 15% 0% 

Visser C. 10% 10% 15% 5% 0% 

González 

Rojas K 

5% 8% 10% 5% 0% 

Blango MG. 15% 7% 5% 20% 0% 

Brakhage 

A.A 

25% 10% 0% 20% 100% 

Others 0% 5% 10% 5% 0% 

Total: 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
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Supplemental information 
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Table S1 

   

 

 

 

 

Gene Accession Description (PSMs/AAs)*(Cov%/100) 

IGKC P01834 

Immunoglobulin kappa 

constant  3.45421 

APOA1 P02647 Apolipoprotein A-I  1.73397 

IGHM P01871 

Immunoglobulin heavy 

constant mu  1.26349 

IGLC2 P0DOY2 

Immunoglobulin lambda 

constant 2  0.82453 

IGHG1 P01857 

Immunoglobulin heavy 

constant gamma 1  0.51688 

HBB P68871 Hemoglobin subunit beta  0.43599 

IGHG2 A0A286YEY4 

Immunoglobulin heavy 

constant gamma 2 

(Fragment)  0.27205 

APOB P04114 Apolipoprotein B-100  0.26471 

IGHA1 P01876 

Immunoglobulin heavy 

constant alpha 1  0.16677 

C1QB P02746 

Complement C1q 

subcomponent subunit B  0.16126 

NPTN Q9Y639 Neuroplastin  0.12879 

APCS P02743 

Serum amyloid P-

component  0.12233 

C1QC P02747 

Complement C1q 

subcomponent subunit C  0.07286 

APOH P02749 Beta-2-glycoprotein 1  0.06858 

APOD P05090 Apolipoprotein D  0.06349 

EMB D6RDX7 Embigin  0.04667 

CFH P08603 Complement factor H  0.02729 

IGKV2-

40 A0A087WW87 

Immunoglobulin kappa 

variable 2-40  0.02545 

DNAJA1 P31689 

DnaJ homolog subfamily 

A member 1  0.01884 

HPX P02790 Hemopexin  0.01541 

C4B F5GXS0 C4a anaphylatoxin  0.00783 

FN1 P02751 Fibronectin  0.00560 

C3 P01024 Complement C3  0.00394 

C8A P07357 

Complement component 

C8 alpha chain  0.00394 

AHSG P02765 Alpha-2-HS-glycoprotein  0.00229 

C1R B4DPQ0 

Complement 

subcomponent C1r  0.00118 
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3. Manuscripts 

 

3.4 Manuscript D 

 

Dynamic optimization reveals alveolar epithelial cells as key 

mediators of host defense in invasive aspergillosis 

 

Ewald J*, Rivieccio F*, Radosa L, Schuster S, Brakhage A.A, Kaleta C.  

* These authors contributed equally 

  

Manuscript published on Plos Computational biology 17(12): e1009645; 

December 2021.  

 

Summary:  

Lung epithelial cells belong to the first line of defense of humans against the 

fungal pathogen Aspergillus fumigatus. However, until their role has been 

neglected. In this paper a dynamic optimization model, corroborated by 

experimental data, reveals the importance of fungal virulence factors, like 

germination rate, for the outcome of infection, and also the crucial role of 

epithelial cells in cytokine release in later stages of infection, after depletion of 

alveolar macrophages. 

 

Contribution to the manuscript: 

Flora Rivieccio was involved in the experimental part of the study, performing 

LDH assays, germination assays, isolation and cultivation of murine primary cells 

and cytokine measurements. Furthermore, she contributed to writing and editing 

the manuscript.  
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Estimated contribution in percentage: 

 

 

 

Author Conceptual Data 

analysis 

Experimental Writing the 

manuscript 

Provision 

of 

material 

Ewald 

J.* 

15% 25% 35% 20% 0% 

Rivieccio 

F.* 

15% 25% 35% 20% 0% 

Radosa 

L. 

5% 5% 15% 10% 0% 

Schuster 

S 

15% 10% 0% 20% 0% 

Brakhage 

A.A 

10% 5% 0% 10% 50% 

Kaleta C. 40% 20% 15% 20% 50% 

Total: 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
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S2 Appendix

Influence of weightings in the innate immune response objectives.

Model behavior with no fungal burden minimization and only minimization of tissue damage.
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Figure A: Dynamics of innate immune response of the murine host challenged with a high dose of conidia (one per

alveolus). The solution space of 100 parameter sets is depicted with shadings indicating the confidence intervals of

time courses. Colors as in previous figures and equations.
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Model behavior with only fungal burden minimization and no minimization of tissue damage.
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Figure B: Dynamics of innate immune response of the murine host challenged with a high dose of conidia (one per

alveolus). The solution space of 100 parameter sets is depicted with shadings indicating the confidence intervals of

time courses. Colors as in previous figures and equations.
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3. Manuscripts 

 

3.5 Manuscript E 

      

Selective DHN-melanin-dependent antifungal activity of neutrophil-

derived extracellular vesicles against Aspergillus fumigatus 

 

Rivieccio F, Zimmermann A-K, Cseresnyés Z, Rafiq M, Krüger T, Höppener S, 

Van den Brulle J, Kniemeyer O, Figge M.T, Von Lilienfeld-Toal M, Blango MG, 

Brakhage A.A.  

 

Manuscript in preparation 

 

Summary:  

Polymorphonuclear leukocytes after contact with A. fumigatus conidia secrete 

extracellular vesicles which proved to be antifungal when applied to hyphae. In this 

study we further characterize these vesicles, showing that their killing activity is 

specific against A. fumigatus hyphae. Furthermore, we show that DHN-melanin 

present on the surface of conidia is triggering the release of antifungal EVs from 

neutrophils and that the most antifungal EV subpopulation is enriched for the 

tetraspanin CD81. 

Additionally, investigation on neutrophils derived from immunosuppressed patients 

revealed that their EVs are not capable anymore, of inducing hyphal damage.  

 

Contribution to the manuscript: 

Flora Rivieccio participated in execution of all experiments. She contributed to design 

and optimization of protocols for EV staining, metabolic assay, isolation of EV-

subpopulation and co-incubation experiments with different pathogens. Additionally, 

she contributed to writing and editing the manuscript.     
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Estimated contribution in percentage: 
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of 
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Rivieccio F. 20% 35% 40% 35% 0% 

Zimmermann 

A-K 

10% 15% 20% 10% 0% 

Cseresnyés Z 5% 20% 0% 5% 0% 

Rafiq M 5% 12% 15% 5% 0% 

Krüger T. 5% 8% 15% 5% 0% 

Blango MG. 15% 5% 0% 15% 0% 

Brakhage 

A.A 

35% 0% 0% 20% 100% 

Others 5% 5% 10% 5% 0% 

Total: 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
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Selective, DHN-melanin-dependent antifungal activity of neutrophil-

derived extracellular vesicles against Aspergillus fumigatus 
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Muhammad1,2, Thomas Krüger1, Stephanie Höppener4,5, Jan Van den Brulle6, Olaf 
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Abstract 

Fungal infections cause over 1.5 million deaths per year worldwide. Alarmingly these 

numbers continue to rise, and treatment of life-threatening fungal infections is often 

inefficient. Essential immune cells for defense are human polymorphonuclear 

granulocytes (PMNs). They release antifungal extracellular vesicles (afEVs) upon 

exposure to the important human fungal pathogen Aspergillus fumigatus. These 

afEVs prevent germination of asexual spores and kill hyphae. Here, we investigated 

the specificity of afEVs against microorganisms and their characteristics when 

isolated from patients. We demonstrate that the antifungal activity of afEVs requires 

conidial dihydroxynapthalene melanin as trigger and that these afEVs are only 

antifungal against DHN-melanin-producing Aspergillus species but not bacteria, or 

even other Aspergillus species like Aspergillus nidulans. Surprisingly, despite 

carrying a range of antimicrobial cargo proteins afEVs promoted yeast-to-hyphal 

transition of the pathogenic yeast Candida albicans. Proteomics and selective EV 

enrichment strategies indicated that the afEV population was enriched for tetraspanin 

CD81. Furthermore, staining of EVs with the self-quenching membrane dye 

MemGlow revealed that afEVs primarily associate with the remnants of the conidia 

where germination starts, suggesting a model whereby targeting of EVs to the specific 

pathogen is required for delivery of antifungal cargo. Finally, we tested the antifungal 

activity of afEVs derived from PMNs of corticosteroid-treated patients that are at risk 

for an A. fumigatus infection. We observed that certain treatment regimens of patients 

abolished the antifungal activity of A. fumigatus-induced EVs. In conclusion, human 

PMNs produce afEVs after association with DHN-melanized A. fumigatus conidia 

that exhibit target specificity. Their reduced antifungal activity likely contributes to 

the susceptibility of corticosteroid-treated patients for invasive fungal infections. 
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Introduction 

Invasive aspergillosis (IA), mainly caused by the filamentous fungus Aspergillus 

fumigatus, is the mold infection most frequently found in immunocompromised 

patients (Brakhage 2005, Brown et al 2012, Kwon-Chung & Sugui 2013, Latge & 

Chamilos 2019). IA is a critical condition with exceedingly high fatality rates, and, in 

the last years, recognized as a complication in patients infected with the SARS-CoV-

2 virus (Lahmer et al 2021, Latge & Chamilos 2019, Nasir et al 2020). 

Polymorphonuclear granulocytes (PMNs), primarily neutrophils, are immune cells 

essential for the clearance of A. fumigatus (Kalleda et al 2016, Marciano et al 2015, 

Mircescu et al 2009). The importance of PMNs in antifungal defense was deduced 

from studies with neutropenic mouse infection models, which show high 

susceptibility to Aspergillus infections, and from the high infection rate of patients 

with neutropenia or chronic granulomatous disease (King et al 2016, Segal & Romani 

2009, Stephens-Romero et al 2005). PMNs rapidly phagocytose conidia and 

subsequently release cytokines, granules, and reactive oxygen species (ROS) to limit 

fungal spread and further alert the immune system (Braem et al 2015, Drummond et 

al 2014, Levitz & Farrell 1990, Shlezinger et al 2017). As the spores germinate and 

grow into hyphae too large to be phagocytosed, PMNs provide an additional layer of 

defense through the formation of neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) and granules 

(Branzk & Papayannopoulos 2013, Bruns et al 2010). NETs consist of extracellular 

DNA and antimicrobial proteins and are usually released upon pathogens stimulation 

(Rosazza et al 2021). Surprisingly, despite containing antifungal proteins, NETs only 

act mildly fungistatic on A. fumigatus (McCormick et al 2010).  

Recently, it was discovered that PMNs also produce a diverse group of secreted 

particles known as extracellular vesicles (EVs) (Brakhage et al 2021, Kolonics et al 

2021). EVs are small lipid bilayer nanoparticles that can exert various functions in 
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vivo (Headland et al 2015, Letsiou et al 2021), including antibacterial and antiviral 

activity (Lim et al 2015, Lőrincz Á et al 2020, Timár et al 2013). Depending on the 

stimulus applied to the cells, they carry different surface markers, which can be used 

for the diagnosis of diseases, like sepsis or cancer (Headland et al 2015, Herrmann et 

al 2015, Kolonics et al 2020, Letsiou et al 2021, Manojlovic et al 2020).  

Previously, we discovered that human PMNs secrete particles with a mean size of 200 

nm after having encountered conidia of A. fumigatus (Shopova et al 2020). Proteome 

analysis showed that antifungal EVs (afEVs) derived from infected PMNs are 

enriched for antimicrobial peptides like azurocidin, cathepsin G, and defensin 

compared to spontaneously released EVs (sEVs). Further investigation revealed that 

afEVs were associated with the fungal cell wall and that a portion traversed the cell 

wall and even reached the fungal cytoplasm. Interestingly co-incubation of hyphae of 

a mitochondrial GFP-tagged strain of A. fumigatus with afEVs, but not sEVs, led to 

inhibition of fungal growth and fragmentation of mitochondria, suggesting killing of 

hyphae.  

Here, we demonstrate that afEVs derived from primary PMNs infected with A. 

fumigatus, are highly specific against A. fumigatus and that the molecule triggering 

the antifungal activity of afEVs is dihydroxynaphthalene (DHN) melanin present on 

the surface of conidia. Furthermore, we tracked the entry of afEVs into fungal hyphae 

in detail and define the CD81+ EV subset as key in delivering antifungal cargo (Théry 

et al 2018). Lastly, we demonstrate that afEVs derived from PMNs of patients 

undergoing immunosuppressive treatment lack the antifungal activity in response to 

the fungal challenge, potentially refining our understanding of the susceptibility of 

these patients for fungal infections and providing an intervention point for design of 

future therapeutics. 
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Materials and Methods 

Fungal strains and cultivation 

Cultivation of all strains listed in Table 1 was performed on malt extract (Sigma-

Aldrich) agar plates supplemented with 2% (wt/vol) agar for 5 days at 37°C. The only 

exception was Aspergillus clavatus which was incubated at 25°C. Conidia were 

harvested in sterile, autoclaved water, filtered through 30-µm filters (MACS Milteny 

Biotec), and counted with a Thoma chamber. Cultivation of the Candida albicans 

wild-type strain SC5314 or of the strain constitutively expressing a cytoplasmic GFP 

under the control of the alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH1) promoter (kindly provided 

by Bernard Hube, Leibniz-HKI, Jena) was performed on YPD agar (10 g/L Yeast 

extract, 20 g/L peptone, 20 g/L dextrose and 20 g/L of agar) for 20 h at 30°C.  

 

Bacterial strains and their cultivation  

Staphylococcus aureus HG003 and Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 (ATCC BAA-

47) were streaked from -80°C glycerol stocks on Lysogeny broth (LB; Sigma Aldrich) 

medium agar plates and incubated at 37°C for 16 h. Before co-incubation with EVs, 

fresh bacterial colonies were inoculated in LB medium and cultured at 37°C with 200 

rpm shaking for 5 h. The turbidity of the culture broth was measured at 600 nm using 

a spectrophotometer. For determination of colony forming units (CFUs), bacterial 

growth was stopped when an optical density (OD) of 0.3 was reached. Bacteria were 

spun down at 1500 x g for 5 min, washed once with PBS, and resuspended in 1 ml of 

Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS) with Ca2+ and Mg2+ (HyClone, GE Healthcare). 

For each condition, 250 µl of this bacterial suspension was mixed with 50 µl of EVs 

derived from PMNs infected with A. fumigatus (afEVs) or spontaneously derived EVs 

(sEVs) and incubated for 1 h at 37°C with 100 rpm shaking. As positive control, 

bacteria were mixed with 50 µl of HBSS containing 0.3% (v/v) of hydrogen peroxide 
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(Carl Roth). At the end of the co-incubation time, serial dilutions in LB medium were 

plated on LB agar plates. The agar plates were incubated at 37°C for 16 h.  

 

Viability assay for bacteria  

Bacteria were grown until an OD of 0.1 was reached, then spun down, washed once 

with PBS, and resuspended in HBSS buffer. 150 µl of bacterial suspension per well 

was filled in an 8-well micro chamber slide (Ibidi) and co-incubated with 50 µl of 

EVs (afEVs or sEVs) for 1 h at 37°C. In the remaining wells, 50 µl of HBSS or 0.2% 

(v/v) hydrogen peroxide for P. aeruginosa and 0.4 % (v/v) for S. aureus was added 

as a positive control. After 1 h, bacteria were stained using the LIVE/DEAD™ 

BacLight™ Bacterial Viability Kit (Thermo Fischer Scientific) according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. Imaging was performed using a Zeiss LSM 780 confocal 

microscope. 

 

Determination of CFUs of Candida albicans and microscopical analysis 

To determine CFUs of C. albicans, 10 ml of YPD liquid medium were inoculated 

with fresh colonies of the C. albicans wild-type strain grown on YPD agar plates. 

Cultures were incubated at 30°C with 200 rpm until an OD=2.0 was reached. Cells 

were then spun down by centrifugation, washed once with PBS, and were re-

suspended in 1 ml of HBSS. C. albicans cells were counted with a Thoma chamber 

and 1x107 cells/condition were re-suspended in HBSS up to 250 µl and mixed with 

50 µl of EVs (afEVs or sEVs) for 1 h at 30°C. As a positive control, 50 µl of HBSS 

containing 0.3% (v/v) of hydrogen peroxide (Carl Roth) was added. After the co-

incubation time serial dilutions were performed in YPD liquid medium, plated on 

YPD agar plates, and incubated at 30°C for 48 h.  

To determine the effects of EVs on C. albicans, a GFP strain kindly provided by 
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Bernhard Hube (Leibniz-HKI, Jena) was used. The strain was cultured as described 

above. Then, 105 cells were re-suspended in 150 µl of HBSS, added to an 8-well 

chamber slide (Ibidi) and co-incubated with 50 µl of EVs (afEVs or sEVs) or HBSS 

containing 0.2% (v/v) of hydrogen peroxide. Images were captured after 3 and 20 h 

using a Zeiss LSM 780 confocal microscope. 

 

Opsonization of conidia 

Conidia (900 µl in PBS) were opsonized with 100 μL pooled normal human serum 

(Merck Millipore) for 30 min at 37°C, 500 rpm. After opsonization, conidia were 

sedimented by centrifugation (5 min, 4°C, 1800 x g), and washed with PBS three 

times.  

 

Isolation of human PMNs 

Isolation of primary PMNs from the blood of healthy donors between 20 and 35 years 

of age, non-smokers, was performed as described before (Rafiq et al 2022). This study 

was approved by the Jena University Hospital Institutional Review Board (approval 

number 5074-02/17) in agreement with the Declaration of Helsinki.  

After approval from the local institutional review board (approval number 2020-

1965) and written informed consent, 5 patients with hematological malignancies were 

recruited for this study. All patients had neutrophil counts >1.5 G/l and no or a mild 

impairment in the full blood count. Three groups of patients were recruited to account 

for different factors: the first patient suffered from relapsed multiple myeloma with 

currently active disease and received immunosuppressive chemotherapy with short 

term high dose steroid treatment. The second group consisted of patients with recent 

allogeneic stem cell transplantation, no evidence of graft-versus-host disease (GvHD) 

and no steroid treatment but ongoing immunosuppressive therapy with cyclosporine. 
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The third group had received allogeneic stem cell transplantation >2 years prior to the 

study and suffered from chronic GvHD that made long term steroid treatment as well 

as immunosuppression with everolimus necessary. For details on the 

immunosuppressive status of recruited patients, see Table S2.  

 

Isolation of extracellular vesicles 

EVs were prepared essentially as described previously (Shopova et al 2020). Briefly, 

after co-incubation of PMNs with conidia, the samples were centrifuged with 1000 x 

g for 10 min at 4°C. The supernatant was filtered through 5-µm filters (Merck-

Millipore) and then re-centrifuged for 20 min with 19,500 x g at 4°C. Finally, the EV 

pellet was re-suspended in 100 µl of HBSS buffer with Ca2+ and Mg2+ (HyClone, GE 

Healthcare) and added to the fungus for the fungal inhibition assay. For protein 

analysis, the pellet was resuspended in 100 µl of PBS and stored at -20°C. For 

isolation of EV subpopulations, EVs were selected for tetraspanin proteins present on 

their surface. For this purpose, after the filtration step, 50 µl of microbeads covered 

with antibodies against CD9, CD81, CD63 (Miltenyi biotec) were added to the EV 

flow through and left at room temperature for 1 h. Then, EVs were enriched by 

magnetic columns following the manufacturer’s instructions and eluted from the 

columns. Then the eluted solution was ultracentrifuged at 4°C for 20 min at 19,500 x 

g. The obtained pellet was resuspended in either HBSS buffer or PBS as described 

above.  

 

Fluorescent labeling of EVs 

EVs were fluorescently labeled using MemGlow™ 560 (Cytoskeleton, Inc.). After 

ultracentrifugation, EVs were resuspended in 100 µl of HBSS and mixed with 200 

nM of MemGlow reagent. The solution was added to hyphae of a mitochondrial-GFP 
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reporter strain of A. fumigatus that allows to detect inhibition and killing of hyphae 

(AfS35/pJW103; (Ruf et al 2018), as previously described (Shopova et al., 2020). The 

co-culture was left at room temperature for 10 min and was finally incubated at 37°C 

for 16 h. Microscopy Z-stacks were taken using a Zeiss LSM 780 confocal 

microscope (Carl Zeiss). 

 

Fungal inhibition and killing assays 

To assess the antifungal killing capacity of EVs derived from PMNs co-incubated 

with A. fumigatus, A. clavatus or melanin ghosts, we used the mitochondrial-GFP 

reporter strain AfS35/pJW103 (Ruf et al 2018). For some experiments EVs derived 

from PMNs infected either with A. fumigatus or A. nidulans WT were added to a 

mitochondrial-GFP strain of A. nidulans. This strain was created by translationally 

fusing the GFP with the N-terminus of the SUAPRGA1 protein (AN3034) which is 

localized in mitochondria (Fig. 1D) (Van den Brulle et al 1999). To this aim, the A. 

nidulans pyrG89 strain, with an auxotrophy for uracil, was co-transformed with 

plasmids pKTB1 and p123. pKTB1 encodes a functional pyrG gene, for 

complementation of the pyrG89 mutation, and the  lactamase resistance gene. 

Plasmid p123 encodes the N-terminus (amino acids 1-95) of the SUAPRGA1 protein 

translationally fused with an eGFP gene. The gene fusion is controlled by the 

translation elongation factor gene (tef) promoter of Ustilago maydis which is 

constitutively expressed in A. nidulans.    

For co-cultivation of fungus and EVs, 5x104 conidia/well in an 8-well chamber slide 

(Ibidi) were resuspended in 150 µl of RPMI without phenol red (Thermo Fischer 

Scientific) and incubated at 37°C + 5% (v/v) CO2 for 8 h. Then 100 µl of EVs in 

HBSS buffer were added to the wells and as negative and positive controls, HBSS 

alone or with 0.4% (v/v) H2O2, respectively. After 16 h the fungal cell wall was 
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stained with calcofluor white and microscopy Z-stacks were taken using a Zeiss LSM 

780 confocal microscope. 

To monitor inhibition of fungal activity after addition of EVs, the conversion of the 

blue nonfluorescent compound, resazurin (Sigma Aldrich), into the highly fluorescent 

pink resorufin was measured (Monteiro et al 2012). After 16 h of co-incubation with 

EVs, the supernatant was removed from the Ibidi wells and 300 µl/well of RPMI 

without phenol red containing 20 ng/ml of resazurin (Sigma Aldrich) were added. The 

slide was placed for additional 20 h at 37°C + 5% (v/v) CO2. After incubation, 100 

µl were transferred in each well of a 96-well plate and the absorbance was measured 

at both 590 and 615 nm using a Tecan Infinite 200 (LabX) microplate reader. The 

metabolic conversion of resazurin by hyphae treated with sEVs and afEVs was 

calculated in comparison with the fungus left untreated as a negative control and with 

the fungus treated with H2O2 as a positive control.  

 

Isolation of melanin ghosts 

Melanin ghosts from A. fumigatus CEA10 were prepared according to the method 

previously described (Thywißen et al 2011) with few modifications. The fungus was 

cultivated for 5 days at 37°C on malt agar plates. The produced spores were harvested 

and washed twice with PBS + 0.1% (v/v) Tween 20. The cell wall was digested 

overnight with 10 mg/ml vinotaste (Novozymes) and 5 mg/ml Yatalase (Takara) 

dissolved in 10 ml of 0.1 M sodium citrate and 1 M sorbitol at 30°C. The generated 

protoplasts were washed 3 times in PBS + 0.1% (v/v) Tween 20 and incubated 

overnight with 4 M guanidine thiocyanate (Sigma-Aldrich) at room temperature. 

After three washing steps the particles generated were digested with 1 mg/ml of 

Proteinase K in 10 mM of Tris pH 7.8, 1 mM CaCl2 and 0.5% (w/v) SDS, overnight 

at 37°C. Particles were washed again as before and boiled in 6 M hydrochloric acid 
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overnight. To get rid of any remaining impurities, the ghosts were washed 3 times 

with methanol (polar organic solvent) and three times with hexane (apolar organic 

solvent). After these washing steps, solvents were completely evaporated, and the 

melanin ghosts were resuspended in water and stored at 4°C.  

 

Nanoparticle tracking analysis 

Particle concentration and size distribution of particles were analyzed using a 

nanoparticle tracking analyzer (NTA) NS300 device with a 650 nm laser (Malvern 

Instruments Ltd., UK). Samples were measured with a constant flow rate of 20 and a 

temperature set to 25°C. Four videos 40 seconds each were recorded with a camera 

level of 11. Videos were then analyzed with the NTA 3.2.16 software using a 

detection threshold of 5.  

 

Protein isolation and LC-MS/MS analysis 

Proteins of EVs were isolated by delipidation and proteolytically digested as 

described previously (Rafiq et al 2022). LC-MS/MS analysis was performed on an 

Ultimate 3000 nano RSLC system connected to a Q Exactive Plus (#1) and Q 

Exactive HF (#2) mass spectrometer (both Thermo Fisher Scientific). Each sample 

was measured in triplicate (three analytical replicates) as previously described (Rafiq 

et al 2022) with the following changes. Precursor ions were monitored at m/z 300 to 

1500 at a resolution of 140,000 (#1) or 120,000 (#2) FWHM (full width at half 

maximum). MS2 ions were scanned at 17,500 (#1) or 15,000 (#2) FWHM. 

 

Database search and data analysis  

Tandem mass spectra were searched against the UniProt database of Homo sapiens 

(https://www.uniprot.org/proteomes/UP000005640; 8 Dec 2021) and Neosartorya 
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fumigate Aspergillus fumigatus (https://www.uniprot.org/proteomes/UP000002530; 

8 Dec 2021) using Proteome Discoverer (PD) 2.4 (Thermo) and the algorithms of 

Mascot 2.4.1 (Matrix Science), Sequest HT (version of PD2.4), MS Amanda 2.0, and 

MS Fragger 3.4 as previously described (Rafiq et al 2022). For label-free protein 

quantification, the Minora algorithm of PD2.4 was used. Significant differences in 

protein abundance were defined when the following three requirements were reached: 

at least a 2-fold change in abundance (up and down), a ratio-adjusted P value of <0.05, 

and identified in at least two of three replicates of the sample group with the highest 

abundance. 

 

Data availability 

The mass spectrometry proteomics data have been deposited to the ProteomeXchange 

Consortium via the PRIDE partner repository (Perez-Riverol et al 2022) with the data 

set identifier PXD033496. 

 

Bioinformatic analysis 

Images were provided for quantitative analysis in the Carl Zeiss Image (CZI) 3D 

native format. In the first step of processing (see Suppl. Fig. S4), images were 

deconvolved using the Huygens Professional software (SVI, Hilversum, The 

Netherlands, https://www.svi.nl). The software utilized the measured point spread 

function (PSF; see Suppl. Fig. 5A), which was acquired in the same sample as the 

actual experiments, using 170 nm fluorescent plastic beads with excitation and 

emission wavelengths that matched those of the biological samples: excitation at 488 

nm (mitochondria), 560 nm (transmitted light; EVs), 405 nm (hyphae). The 

deconvolved images were saved automatically in the Imaris (Bitplane, Zürich, 

Switzerland, https://www.bitplane.com) native .ims file format, using the batch 

https://www.svi.nl/
https://www.bitplane.com/
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processing mode of Huygens. The deconvolved files were further processed in Imaris 

9.9.0 and 9.9.1, using home-developed batch processing scripts (Suppl. Fig. 4). Each 

processed image was manually checked for possible segmentation errors and 

corrected by rerunning the adjusted segmentation script when necessary. Comparing 

the raw and deconvolved hyphae (Suppl. Fig. 5B) and mitochondria (Suppl. Fig. 5C) 

images reveals that the most noticeable effect of deconvolution is in the Z direction, 

where the raw segmentation expands larger. The deconvolved images were 

segmented both with a stricter and a more lenient threshold (Suppl. Fig. 4). The strict 

hyphae segmentation revealed the actual wall boundaries, whereas the lenient hyphae 

reconstruction provided the properly closed volume necessary to correctly estimate 

the hyphae volume that was compared with the lenient mitochondria volume (Suppl. 

Fig. 6). The strict hyphae volume was used to measure the EVs’ spatial position 

relative to the hyphal cell wall (Suppl. Fig. 7).  

The health status of the hyphae was characterized by measuring the volume of the 

intact (brightly fluorescent) mitochondria (Suppl. Fig. 5 A-B) relative to the that of 

the hyphae (Suppl. Fig. 6C). Additional measures were also made available by the 

segmentation, including area, aspect ratio, ellipticity, etc. These measures were 

deduced for the various biological conditions and their distributions plotted for the 

entire population in order allow objective conclusions to be drawn regarding the 

possible differences assignable to the various circumstances. For the quantitative 

analysis of the EVs, the deconvolved fluorescence signal (Suppl. Fig. 7A) was 

segmented as Spots in Imaris (Suppl. Fig. 7B), and the location of the Spots were 

compared to the nearest position of the strict hyphal membrane (Suppl. Fig. 7C). The 

Spots were allowed to have various radii, in order to account for the possible presence 

of unresolvable small EV clusters (Suppl. Fig. 7B). The Spots were color-coded 

according to the mean intensity of the hyphae fluorescence measured inside the Spots. 
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These measurements were made more objective and quantifiable by using a masked 

channel of the hyphae signal: here the raw fluorescence volume signal of the hyphae 

was masked with the reconstructed hyphae surfaces, making all voxels outside the 

hyphae surface equal zero, whereas setting the voxels inside the surface equal to 10. 

This way the mean value of the masked hyphal signal inside the individual EVs 

quantitatively characterized the proportion of the Spots volume occupied by hyphal 

signal. E.g., with Spots that were full embedded in the hyphae wall, the mean value 

of the masked signal equaled 10, whereas the Spots that were outside the hyphae 

showed a mean value of 0. A Spot that was 40% embedded into the hyphae wall 

would show the mean value of 4.0 (0.4 * 10). This simple method allowed us to 

quantify the proportion of EV Spots that were fully or partially embedded in the 

hyphae wall, compared to those that were outside the fungal cell wall. The EV 

analysis was limited to the bulbous, based on the observation that the EVs were 

attached exclusively to this part of the fungi.   

 

Cryo-EM 

Cryo-TEM samples were prepared utilizing a Vitrobot Mark IV (FEI, The 

Netherlands) plunge freezer. 9 µL of the solution was blotted onto a precleaned 

Quantifoil R2/2 (Quantifoil, Germany). Cleaning was performed in Argon plasma for 

2 minutes (Diener Electronics, Germany). Excess of the liquid was removed utilizing 

the Vitrobot (-2 mm blot force, 1 sec blotting time) and samples were rapidly 

immersed in liquid ethane serving as a cryogen. Samples were transferred to the cryo 

holder (Gatan 626, US) utilizing the Gatan cryo stage and are finally transferred to 

the microscope. After vitrification the temperature was maintained below -173°C at 

all times. 

Cryo-TEM investigations were performed on a FEI Tecnai G² 20 at an acceleration 
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voltage of 200 kV. Images were acquired on a Megaview (OSIS, Olympus Soft 

Imaging Systems, Japan) or a 4x4 k Eagle CCD camera. Image analysis and contrast 

optimization were performed with ImageJ (Version V1.47v). 

 

Statistical Analysis 

To plot and analyze the data GraphPad Prism software 5.0 (GraphPad Software) was 

used. Significance between two groups was calculated with the Student’s t test. 

Differences were considered significant at a P value of <0.05. Throughout the article, 

significance is denoted as follows: *, P ≤ 0.05; **, P ≤ 0.01, ***, P ≤ 0.001; ns, not 

significant. 

 

Results 

A. fumigatus-induced afEVs of human polymorphonuclear leukocytes (PMNs) 

specifically target A. fumigatus. 

PMNs respond to A. fumigatus infection with the production of afEVs (Shopova et al 

2020). To assess whether the killing capacity of such afEVs is restricted to A. 

fumigatus, we tested their activity on a series of bacterial and fungal pathogens. 

Therefore, afEVs were isolated from primary PMNs and were co-incubated for 1 h 

with Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Staphylococcus aureus, and Candida albicans 

followed by plating of serial dilutions on agar plates and determination of colony 

forming units (CFUs). Because there was no significant difference of CFUs in treated 

and untreated cultures, we concluded that afEVs do not harm any of these pathogens 

over this co-incubation time (Fig. 1A, Suppl. Fig. 1A). To confirm these findings, 

we applied live/death staining with Syto 9 and propidium iodide. Both dyes bind 

DNA, but while Syto 9 is able to permeate intact membranes, the cell-impermeable 

PI dye can only cross damaged membranes. S. aureus and P. aeruginosa were stained 
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with both dyes after treatment with either afEVs or sEVs. As shown in Fig. 1B, P. 

aeruginosa exhibited only green signals in samples untreated, treated with afEVs and 

sEVs, suggesting that membrane integrity of bacteria was not compromised under any 

of these conditions. Surprisingly, despite no change in CFUs, S. aureus treated with 

afEVs showed both green and red fluorescence similar to the positive control that was 

treated with hydrogen peroxide (Suppl. Fig. 1B). 

We next determined the effect of EVs on C. albicans using a GFP-expressing strain. 

Confocal laser scanning microscopy revealed that both sEVs and afEVs induced 

formation of hyphae after 3 h that was even more visible after 20 h of co-incubation 

(Fig. 1C). To check whether induction of hyphae formation was dependent on intact 

vesicles, we lysed EVs with Triton X-100. This treatment completely abolished the 

phenotype, indicating that an intact EV membrane is required for the induction of the 

yeast-to-hypha transition (Suppl. Fig. 1C).  

Lastly, we tested the antifungal effect of afEVs on another member of the Aspergilli, 

i.e., Aspergillus nidulans. A. nidulans has a few key differences to A. fumigatus, 

including an apparently different melanin polymer on conidia (Valiante et al 2016). 

To analyze the effect of afEVs on A. nidulans we generated a mitochondrially tagged-

GFP strain that has the suAprgA1 gene translationally fused with the GFP gene. As 

shown in Fig. 1D, this strain worked as well as the corresponding A. fumigatus strain. 

Treatment with H2O2 led to the disappearance of the mitochondrial network. By 

contrast, treatment with afEVs for 16 h did not show a significant change in the 

mitochondrial network or in the length of hyphae compared to the untreated control, 

indicating that afEVs did not have a major effect on A. nidulans (Fig. 1D).  

 

DHN-melanin induces formation of antifungal EVs. 

Our previous study suggested that EVs derived from human PMNs infected with a 
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DHN-melanin deficient of A. fumigatus, the pksP mutant strain, did not exhibit 

antifungal activity (Shopova et al 2020). Therefore, it appeared likely that DHN-

melanin is an important inducer of the antifungal activity of EVs. To further address 

this question, we isolated DHN-melanin ghosts from conidia, and added them to 

human PMNs. After co-incubation for 2 h we isolated EVs potentially induced by 

DHN-melanin ghosts (mg-EVs) and analyzed the mg-EVs for their antifungal activity 

using the mitochondrial GFP reporter strain of A. fumigatus. As shown in Fig. 2A, 

incubation of hyphae with mg-EVs triggered fragmented mitochondria and a reduced 

length of hyphae. This data suggested that in fact DHN-melanin is important as a 

stimulus for production of afEVs. To confirm this finding, we infected PMNs with 

another member of the Aspergilli, Aspergillus clavatus that apparently is the second 

known Aspergillus species that encodes the DHN-melanin gene cluster and thus most 

likely produces DHN-melanin (Valiante et al. 2016). As expected, EVs isolated from 

PMNs infected with conidia of A. clavatus exhibited antifungal activity (Fig. 2A). For 

comparison, we infected PMNs with A. nidulans conidia, whose conidial melanin 

significantly differs from DHN-melanin (Gonçalves et al 2012, Strycker et al 2021). 

EVs derived from this co-incubation (anEVs), were not able to kill A. fumigatus or A. 

nidulans itself, suggesting specificity in both the inducing signal for formation of 

afEVs and their target microorganisms (Suppl. Fig. 2).  

Although visual inspection of the mitochondrial GFP strains by confocal laser 

scanning microscopy allowed the detection of differences in antifungal capacity 

between EV populations, we decided to quantify this effect by adapting a 

bioinformatic algorithm. This algorithm allowed to deconvolve and reconstruct the 

signal from all hyphae observed in one microscopy Z-stack and then to evaluate the 

volume of both hyphae and mitochondria. As shown in Fig. 2C, this analysis 

highlighted the damage to mitochondria and the growth inhibition induced by afEVs 
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compared to sEVs or to untreated controls. The values for mg-EVs and A. clavatus-

derived EVs were also comparable to afEVs although, for the melanin ghosts, slightly 

higher values were observed. This may be due to the tendency of ghosts to clump and 

form aggregates, leading to an insufficient stimulation of PMNs (Fig. 2C).  

 

EVs strongly associate with hyphae near the site of conidia germination. 

Since their discovery visualization of EVs has been a real challenge (Reclusa et al 

2020). In previous work we showed that annexin V-stained afEVs primarily 

associated with the cell wall of the fungus and to a much lesser extent were 

internalized (Shopova et al 2020). Due to difficulties in removing excess dye from 

EV samples during washing, these staining experiments are typically aggravated by 

the loss of the sample, high background fluorescence, and artifacts (Simonsen 2019). 

Here, to stain EVs we took advantage of a newer generation of lipophilic dye called 

MemGlow. These self-quenching dyes intercalate into lipid bilayers, where they then 

emit a fluorescence signal. The advantage of staining EVs is the minimal background 

observed when the dye is not bound to membranes.  

After incubation with fungal germlings for 16 h, afEVs stained with MemGlow 

accumulated on the former conidium head of A. fumigatus and apparently used this 

site for entry into the cytoplasm (Fig. 3A). Since afEVs do not kill A. nidulans, we 

wondered if this was due to their cargo or to their lack of affinity to the cell wall of 

A. nidulans and at the same time to their affinity for A. fumigatus. Therefore, we co-

incubated Memglow-stained afEVs with the mitochondrial GFP strain of A. nidulans. 

As seen in Fig. 3B, afEVs were not internalized into this fungus but were rather 

enriched at the bottom of the well. The intensity of the EV signal inside or outside of 

the cell wall of A. fumigatus and the amount of signal present on the conidia head or 

directly on hyphae, was again quantified. As shown in Fig. 3C, most of the signal 
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from all EV populations derives from outside the hyphae. However, the percentage 

of afEVs completely embedded into A. fumigatus hyphae was much higher compared 

to sEVs or afEVs embedded into A. nidulans hyphae. Thus, this quantification proves 

that afEVs have a higher affinity to the cell wall of A. fumigatus.  

 

Antifungal activity is most potent in a CD81+ labelled EV subpopulation. 

The tetraspanins CD9, CD81, and CD63 are well-established EV markers used in both 

research and the clinics (Théry et al 2018). Although being almost ubiquitously 

present on EVs from different cells and tissues, these tetraspanins are not equally 

distributed on the surface of EVs (Mathieu et al 2021). In some cases, EV populations 

are enriched for particular tetraspanin proteins, which seems to correlate with specific 

cargos in these EVs (Andreu & Yáñez-Mó 2014, Mizenko et al 2021).  

To characterize the subpopulations of PMN-derived EVs, we isolated afEVs and 

sorted them with CD9, CD81, CD63 antibody-coated beads. Cryo-EM imaging on 

each tetraspanin-enriched fraction assured the integrity of EVs in the samples (Fig. 

4A).  

The thus obtained different EV populations appeared dissimilar, suggesting different 

cargos in these afEV subsets. This led us wonder whether the subpopulations differ 

in their antifungal effects. This was in fact the case, when the GFP-tagged A. 

fumigatus strain was confronted with different afEV subpopulations. As shown in 

Fig. 4B, the CD81-afEVs always proved to show the highest antifungal activity, 

leading to a complete disappearance of the mitochondrial GFP signal after 16 h of 

co-incubation with the fungus. The CD9-enriched afEVs on the other hand were 

hardly antifungal, whereas the CD63-enriched population displayed a mild 

antifungal effect. To define the contents of the strongly antifungal CD81-afEV 

subpopulation, we performed proteome analysis by comparing sEVs and afEVs 
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isolated without beads and sEVs and afEVs enriched with CD81 antibodies. LC-

MS/MS analyses allowed to detect a total of 817 proteins (see dataset S1). As 

expected, most of these proteins were shared between sEVs and afEVs total 

population, while a small number were exclusively found in afEVs isolated with 

beads (Fig. 4C). Interestingly, we observed the presence of 14 common proteins 

more highly abundant in both total afEVs and the afEVs-CD81 subpopulation (Fig. 

4D). Among these proteins, we found several complement proteins and 

immunoglobulins (Table 1).   

 

afEVs from immunosuppressed patients do not exhibit antifungal activity. 

Patients undergoing organ or stem-cell transplantation need to follow a strict 

medication regimen to suppress their immune system and prevent allograft rejection 

(Tönshoff 2020). Treatment with immunosuppressive drugs impairs the functionality 

of the immune system and makes treated patients susceptible for the development of 

infectious diseases like invasive aspergillosis (Fraczek et al 2018, Lewis & 

Kontoyiannis 2009, Palmer et al 1991). As our data suggests that afEVs play an 

important role for the defense against A. fumigatus, thus we studied the ability of 

PMNs isolated from immunosuppressed patients to produce afEVs. Patient P1 only 

underwent a short-term high dose steroid treatment. In contrast, the patients P2 and 

P3 received an allogeneic stem cell transplantation without developing graft-versus-

host disease (GvHD) and received no steroid treatment but ongoing 

immunosuppressive therapy. Patients P4 and P5 underwent allogeneic stem cell 

transplantation and also suffered from GvHD. Hence, they were daily treated with 

steroids and immunosuppressants.  

As shown by nanoparticle tracking analysis (Suppl. Fig. 3A), PMNs of these patients 

produced EVs spontaneously and after co-incubation with conidia. Their numbers 
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were comparable to those counted from healthy individuals, as previously reported 

(Rafiq et al 2022), with a mean diameter of 200 nm. We then tested afEVs of patients 

for the ability to inhibit hyphal growth and induce fragmentation of mitochondria and 

thus killing as demonstrated for afEVs secreted from PMNs of heathy donors. The 

immunosuppressive treatments apparently abolished the killing ability of afEVs from 

PMNs of these patients (Fig. 5A). The notable exception were afEVs from patient P1, 

that still had impaired fungal metabolic activity in one of the three measurements. 

This particular measurement was performed with PMNs obtained after only one cycle 

of immunosuppression of this patient. However, after additional rounds of treatment 

with immunosuppressants, afEVs isolated from this patient also proved to be 

ineffective in fungal killing, further corroborating the detrimental effect of 

immunosuppressive therapy on the antifungal activity of afEVs. Fungal damage was 

additionally evaluated by quantification of the metabolic activity of fungi by 

employing the reduction of resazurin as a readout. The obtained data confirmed the 

ineffectiveness of afEVs from patients to harm A. fumigatus hyphae (Fig. 5B). These 

data show that despite the different treatments and underlying diseases, the same 

phenotype in these patients was observed, i.e., lack of antifungal activity of afEVs. 

           To get first hints on the molecular basis of the differences seen in afEVs 

between healthy individuals and patients, label-free LC-MS/MS proteomic analysis 

of spontaneously released and afEVs was carried out. We detected in total 1086 

proteins from these patients (dataset S2). Comparison of the significantly increased 

proteins in the afEV samples from healthy donors with those from immunosuppressed 

patients, revealed that most of the proteins were not shared between the two groups, 

suggesting a major difference in protein cargo (Fig. 5C). The148 proteins uniquely 

found in the afEVs from healthy donors included components of the C1 complement 

pathway and the afEVs/afEVs-CD81-enriched proteins found in the above-described 
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analysis (see Table 1) (Table 2). In addition to the lack of these complement proteins 

in afEVs from patients, gene ontology analysis also revealed decreased abundances 

of several signal transduction pathways required for immune defense. This might 

contribute to the observed loss of antifungal activity in patient-derived afEVs (Suppl. 

Fig. 3B).  

 

Discussion 

In this study, we show that afEVs derived from PMNs infected with A. fumigatus are 

highly specific against A. fumigatus. They failed to inhibit the growth of bacteria like 

P. aeruginosa, the opportunistic yeast pathogen C. albicans, or even of another 

Aspergillus species, i.e., A. nidulans. Using various methods, we confirmed and 

quantified the antimicrobial potential of afEVs. CFU-based killing assays and 

fluorescent viability staining of the bacteria revealed that P. aeruginosa was not 

inhibited or killed by either sEVs or afEVs, whereas S. aureus showed an increase in 

membrane permeabilization after treatment with afEVs demonstrated by imaging. 

However, this was not reflected by the number of CFUs. It was previously shown that 

EVs derived from PMNs infected with S. aureus proved to be also effective against 

S. aureus itself and Escherichia coli but not against other bacteria like Proteus 

mirabilis (Timár et al 2013). This finding also suggested a certain level of specific 

antimicrobial activity of PMN-derived EVs, which was further substantiated by our 

findings. The effect of afEVs and sEVs on C. albicans was observed by microscopical 

inspection using a GFP-tagged C. albicans strain. After contact with these EVs, C. 

albicans displayed a near-complete morphological switch from yeast-to-hyphal 

growth, which resulted in very long hyphae after 20 h of incubation. This result is in 

line with data showing that EVs derived from primary monocytes infected with C. 

albicans, and even fungal-derived vesicles from C. albicans itself are capable of 
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promoting hyphal growth (Halder et al 2022, Honorato et al). 

The observed lack of killing of A. nidulans by afEVs was surprising. A partial 

explanation for this finding may come from the alternative types of melanin found on 

the surface of different Aspergillus conidia. As previously shown, co-incubation of 

PMNs with an A. fumigatus mutant lacking the surface pigment, DHN-melanin, led 

to the production of EVs that were no longer antifungal (Shopova et al 2020). Here, 

we extended this finding by showing that the presence of DHN-melanin is required 

for the stimulation of PMNs and formation of afEVs. The interaction of PMNs with 

melanin ghosts alone or with A. clavatus, another DHN-melanin harboring strain 

(Valiante et al 2016), was sufficient for the induction of afEVs. Furthermore, 

stimulation of PMNs with A. nidulans conidia did not lead to this phenotype. This 

finding fully agrees with our assumption since the conidial melanin of A. nidulans 

does not contain DHN in its melanin (Klejnstrup et al 2012, Langfelder et al 2003, 

Wheeler & Bell 1988). Further, our findings corroborate the hypothesis that DHN-

melanin, being one of the most important virulence factors of A. fumigatus 

(Heinekamp et al 2015), has an additional function as an inducer of the biogenesis 

and protein cargo selection of afEVs from human PMNs. The fact that A. nidulans is 

only rarely found to infect immunocompromised patients (Henriet et al 2012) 

suggests a lack of effective virulence determinants like DHN-melanin. 

Another interesting finding from our comparison with A. nidulans derived from 

tracking of stained EVs after their addition to fungal hyphae. For this, we employed 

a self-quenching lipophilic dye called MemGlow that causes minimal background 

signals. These staining experiments revealed that EVs derived from A. fumigatus 

infected PMNs (afEVs) accumulate on the conidial sites of A. fumigatus hyphae 

where the germination initiated. Interestingly, when the same experiment was 

performed with A. nidulans, the fungus appeared to be surrounded by afEVs which, 
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however, did not permeate the mycelium . This unexpected result suggests that the 

antifungal effect of EVs relies on both their ability to enter hyphae and on their cargo, 

since internalized sEVs were not able to kill hyphae.  

In order to better define the antifungal cargo of the afEVs, we performed additional 

LC-MS/MS-based proteomics analysis of different EV subsets. The tetraspanins 

CD9, CD81, and CD63 play a crucial role in EV protein cargo selection (Chen et al 

2021), therefore we tested the antifungal potential of EV populations enriched for 

each of these three tetraspanins. From this assay we observed that the CD81+ afEVs 

showed the highest antifungal activity. Thus, the presence of CD81 on the surface of 

EVs might lead to incorporation of a specific cargo that is particularly toxic to the 

fungus. Indeed, it was already shown for other cell types, like B lymphocytes, that the 

selective enrichment of tetraspanins, including CD81, 82, and 63 can favor the 

enrichment of proteins in EVs like MHC class proteins, which can stimulate T-cells 

(Escola et al 1998).  

Proteomic analysis of the CD81 subpopulation identified here as being the most 

antifungal, highlighted the presence of shared proteins between all afEVs and the 

afEVs-CD81 subpopulation. Of note, two of these proteins are subunits of the C1q 

complement factor. The complement protein C1q is known to trigger chemotaxis of 

PMNs and their ROS production (Goodman et al 1995, Hooshmand et al 2017, Leigh 

et al 1998). Furthermore, phagocytosis of A. fumigatus conidia after C1q surface 

deposition is one of the preferential mechanisms employed by PMNs to recognize 

and eliminate the fungus (Braem et al 2015). The abundance of C1q in the EV 

proteome led us to hypothesize that the enrichment of C1q in afEVs might direct them 

to the fungal cell wall and aid in delivery of antifungal cargo; however, more work is 

required to prove this intriguing hypothesis.  

The antimicrobial activity of PMNs is known to be highly impaired after 
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immunosuppressive treatment (Imbert et al 2016, Vymazal et al 2021). In our study, 

we demonstrate that regimens of immunosuppression strongly affect their ability to 

produce antifungal EVs. For most of the patients we tested, our data obtained with 

the mitochondrial reporter strain of A. fumigatus indicated no detrimental effect on 

the fungus by its treatment with afEVs. The only exception was patient P1 whose 

PMNs obtained after only one immunosuppressive cycle, produced EVs capable of 

inducing some mitochondrial fragmentation. However, this antifungal activity was 

lost in afEVs from PMNs isolated after three immunosuppressive cycles. This patient 

is the only individual who did not receive a daily immunosuppression, but 

discontinuously once a week for the course of three weeks, with a one month break 

in between. This break in treatment might allow for some recovery of antifungal 

activity between regimens, resulting in afEVs that still show some antifungal activity. 

We wondered if the loss of antifungal activity was due to the absence of a specific 

cargo protein. To address this question, we compared of proteomic datasets obtained 

from EVs of immunosuppressed patients with previous data on EVs from healthy 

donors. There was only little overlap between the two groups, with a large number of 

proteins exclusively found in one group. Notably, the C1q subunits together with 

other C1 pathway components were lacking in the patient-derived afEVs, 

strengthening our hypothesis on the potentially important role of this complement 

proteins. Together, our data help to explain the lack of antifungal activity observed in 

immunosuppressed patients and refine our understanding of the role of PMNs in 

antifungal defense in healthy individuals.  
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1. Specificity of afEVs. (A) Number of CFUs of P. aeruginosa and C. 

albicans after 1 h of confrontation with spontaneously released extracellular vesicles 

(sEVs) or extracellular vesicles isolated from primary human PMNs infected with A. 

fumigatus (afEVs). Data is presented as means +/- SEM from four replicates. 

Statistical significance is indicated as follows: ns, not significant. (B) Confocal 

microscopy image showing P. aeruginosa stained with propidium iodide (PI) (red) 

and Syto 9 (green). (C) Confocal microscopy images of C. albicans-GFP strain after 

3 and 20 h co-incubation with sEVs or afEVs. (D) Confocal microscopy image of A. 

nidulans hyphae expressing the mitochondrially located GFP (green). The strain was 

grown for 8 h and then confronted for 16 h with sEVs or afEVs. The hyphal cell walls 

were stained with CFW (blue). As a control, all pathogens were treated with H2O2. 

Images are representative of three independent biological experiments. Bars, 10 μm. 

 

Figure 2. DHN-melanin as inducer of afEVs. (A) The A. fumigatus mitochondrial 
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GFP reporter strain (green) was grown for 8 h and then incubated overnight with sEVs 

or with EVs derived from PMNs treated with melanin ghosts (mg_EVs) or with A. 

clavatus conidia (Cl_EVs). Fungal hyphae were stained with CFW (blue). As a 

positive control, hyphae were treated with H2O2. An intact mitochondrial network is 

indicated by long lines of green mitochondria, whereas fragmented green spots or the 

lack of any green fluorescence marks ́ dead hyphae. Images are representative of eight 

independent biological experiments with PMNs from different donors. Bars, 10 μm. 

(B) Examples of the bioinformatic analysis performed on A. fumigatus mitochondrial-

GFP strain treated with the different indicated EVs. (C) Quantification of the values 

of hyphal volume against mitochondrial volume based on microscopy Z-stacks from 

5 different donors.  

 

Figure 3. Internalization of EVs into fungal hyphae. (A) Confocal laser scanning 

microscopy showing A. fumigatus mitochondrial GFP reporter strain (green) after 

overnight incubation with either sEVs or afEVs that were stained with Memglow 

(red). Images are representative of seven biological replicates. (B) Hyphae of the A. 

nidulans strain with mitochondrially tagged GFP (green) confronted with sEVs or 

afEVs (red). Cell walls were visualized by CFW staining (blue). Images are 

representative of four biological replicates with PMNs of different donors. Scale bars, 

10 μm. (C) Quantification of the signal derived from microscopy Z-stacks from 2 

biological replicates of EVs (afEVs and sEVs) stained with Memglow co-incubated 

with A. fumigatus mitochondrial-GFP strain or A. nidulans mitochondrial-GFP strain; 

signals derived from EVs, and the hyphal cell wall were deconvolved. 

 

Figure 4. Characterization of different tetraspanin-enriched afEV populations. 

(A) Cryo-EM picture showing afEVs pulled out with anti-CD63, -CD9 and -CD81 
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antibody-coated beads. (B) A. fumigatus mitochondrial GFP reporter strain (green) 

was incubated with afEVs sorted with the different beads from 3 different donors and 

visualized after 16 h by CLSM. Hyphae were stained with CFW (blue). Bars, 10 μm. 

(C) Proteins identified in sEVs and afEVs using the complete EV population or the 

CD81 subpopulation were compared using UpSetR. The green bar indicates proteins 

that were found in all four samples. (D) Venn diagram intersecting only the proteins 

with a higher than 2-fold increase in afEVs of both indicated EV populations.   

 

Figure 5. Effect of immunosuppressive treatment on the formation of afEVs 

from PMNs. (A) CLSM images showing hyphae of the A. fumigatus mitochondrially 

tagged GFP strain (green). The fungal strain was grown for 8 h and then incubated 

overnight with sEVs or afEVs from PMNs isolated from 5 patients undergoing 

immunosuppressive treatments. The cell wall was stained with CFW (blue) and 

hyphal damage was evaluated by CLSM. Scale bars, 10 μm. (B) Quantification of 

resazurin reduction by hyphae after their confrontation with either sEVs or afEVs 

from patients or healthy donors. As a positive control, H2O2 was added to the wells. 

Data is presented as means +/- SEM from three independent replicates for each patient 

and five biological replicates for healthy donors. Statistical significance is indicated 

as follows: *, P ≤ 0.05; ns, not significant. (C) Venn diagram of intersecting proteins 

with a higher than 2-fold increase in afEVs from patients and healthy donors.  
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Supplemental Materials 

 

Legends to the Supplemental Figures 

Figure S1. Effect of afEVs on S. aureus and C. albicans. (A) Number of CFUs of 

S. aureus after 1 h confrontation with sEVs or afEVs. Data represent the mean +/- 

SEM from four replicates. Statistical significance is indicated as follows: ns, not 

significant. (B) Confocal microscopy images showing S. aureus stained with 

propidium iodide (PI) (red) and Syto 9 (green). Treatment with H2O2 was used as 

positive control. (C) CLSM image of C. albicans-GFP strain after 3 and 20 h of co-

incubation with sEVs or afEVs in the presence of Triton X-100. Images are 

representative of three replicates. Scale bars, 10 μm.  

 

Figure S2. Antifungal capacity of A. nidulans-induced EVs. After overnight 

incubation of the A. nidulans strain producing mitochondrially tagged GFP (green) 

(A), or of the A. fumigatus mitochondrial-tagged GFP strain (green) (B), with sEVs 

or EVs from primary human PMNs infected with A. nidulans (anEVs), CLSM images 

were taken. Hyphal cell wall was stained with CFW (blue). Images are representative 

of four biological replicates. Bars, 10 μm.  

 

Figure S3. Analysis of EVs released from PMNs of immunosuppressed patients. 

(A) EVs spontaneously released or released after infection with opsonized A. 

fumigatus conidia (afEVs) from PMNs of corticosteroid-treated patients were co-

incubated with conidia for 2 h. Then, EVs were isolated and quantified by 

nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA). Data represents the mean +/- SEM from three 

independent replicates for each patient. (B) GO analysis indicating biological 

processes in which the upregulated proteins in afEVs from healthy donors (blue) and 
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immunosuppressed patients (orange) are involved.    

 

Figure S4. Flowchart of the pipeline used to analyze the hyphal, mitochondrial, 

and EV-linked fluorescence signals from 3D confocal microscopy images. The 

images were provided as CZI, deconvolved in Huygens, and the three channels 

separated, corresponding to the hyphae (blue blocks), mitochondria (green blocks) 

and EVs (orange blocks). All three compartments were segmented both leniently and 

more strictly. The strict segmentations were used to measure distances and 

characterize relative localizations, whereas the lenient surfaces served the purpose of 

shape and volume measurements.  

 

Figure S5. Deconvolution of mitochondria. The measured PSF (A) was used to 

deconvolve the mitochondrial volume signal. (B) The transparent purple surface 

shows the reconstructed raw signal, with the skin-like surface indicating the 

deconvolved signal. (C) The same PSF was used to deconvolve the mitochondria, 

with the purple transparent surface corresponding to the raw signal, and the solid 

green surface indicating the deconvolved mitochondrial signal.  

 

Figure S6. Reconstructing the mitochondria as Surfaces in Imaris. The 

deconvolved volume signal (A) was used to create Surfaces objects in Imaris (B, 

yellow surfaces). (C) The corresponding reconstructed hyphal membrane are shown 

in transparent blue. 

 

Figure S7. The reconstruction of afEVs as Spots in Imaris. The deconvolved 

volume signal of afEVs (A) was used to create Spots objects with various radii (B) to 

describe the localization of the individual and small-clustered afEVs. (C) The strict 
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reconstruction of the corresponding hyphae is shown in form of blue transparent 

surfaces. In (B) and (C), the color-coding of the Spots indicates the mean intensity of 

the masked hyphal signal (scaled between 0 and 10): values close to 0 are in blue and 

indicate that the EV is not embedded; values close to 10 are in red, and these 

characterize EVs that are (nearly) fully embedded in the hyphal cell wall.   
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Figure S6 
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Figure S7 
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Tables 

 

Table 1 Selected examples of upregulated proteins in afEVs and the afEVs-CD81 

subpopulation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Uniprot accession 

no. 

Protein Fold change 

afEVs/sEVs 

Fold change 

afEVs/sEVs 

CD81 

P47929 Galectin-7 4.8 48.2 

P01871 

 

Immunoglobulin 

heavy constant mu 

4.3 11.1 

P02745 Complement C1q 

subcomponent 

subunit A 

133.6 2.4 

Q08188 Protein-glutamine 

gamma-

glutamyltransferase 

3.7 4.0 

A0A0A0MSV6 Complement C1q 

subcomponent 

subunit B 

21.1 2.0 

P01040 Cystatin-A 3.4 4.1 

P04792 Heat shock protein 

beta-1 

2.0 128.4 

A0A804HKE0 Glutamate 

dehydrogenase 1, 

mitochondrial 

3.2 14.6 

P30048 Thioredoxin-

dependent peroxide 

reductase, 

mitochondrial 

2.1 9.5 

Q08477 Cytochrome P450 2.0 5.3 
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Table 2 Proteins upregulated in afEVs from healthy donors and absent in afEVs 

from patients. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Uniprot accession no Protein Fold change 

afEVs/sEVs 

P02745 

 

Complement C1q 

subcomponent subunit A 

 

133.6 

P02741 

 

C-reactive protein 

 

96.7 

O14556 

 

Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase 

 

88.3 

F5H053 

 

Phospholipase B-like 

 

57.8 

 

P09525-2 

 

Isoform 2 of annexin A4 

 

51.7 

A0A0A0MSV6 

 

Complement C1q 

subcomponent subunit B 

 

21.1 

O75947 

 

ATP synthase subunit d, 

mitochondrial 

 

14.2 

A0A0C4DG89 

 

RNA helicase 

 

9.4 

 

B4DPQ0 

 

Complement subcomponent C1r 

 

6.1 
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Table S1. Fungal strains used in this study.  

  

 

Table S2.  

 

Pat. No. 1 3 2 5 4 

Sex female male male male female 

Age (years) 72 66 71 50 63 

Diagnosis Multiple 

Myeloma 

Primary 

Myelofibr

osis 

Acute 

Myeloid 

Leukemi

a 

Acute 

Myeloid 

Leukemi

a 

Acute B-

Lymphobl

astic 

Leukemia 

Current 

disease status 

relapse, 

active disease 

first 

complete 

remission 

first 

complete 

remissio

n 

first 

complete 

remission 

second 

complete 

remission 

Allogeneic 

stem-cell 

transplantation 

no yes yes yes yes 

Duration from 

allo-SCT 

(months) 

 3 3 29 30 

Chronic 

GvHD 

no no no yes yes 

Ongoing 

chemotherapy 

cyclophospha

mide 

300mg/m2 

weekly 

carfilzomib 

36mg/m2 

twice weekly 

no no no no 

Ongoing 

immunosuppre

ssion 

no yes yes yes yes 

Immunosuppre

ssive drug 

no cyclospori

ne 

cyclospo

rine 

everolim

us 

everolimus 

Strain Genotype/Phenotype Source 

CEA10 A. fumigatus wild type Fungal Genetics Stock 

Center (A1163) 

AfS35/pJW103 A. fumigatus mitochondrial GFP Shopova et al. 2020 

FGSC A4 A. nidulans wild type JMRC collection 

GFPsuA\N4 A. nidulans mitochondrial GFP J. Van Den Brulle. 

Dissertation 1999; this 

study 

FSU 1270 A. clavatus wild type JMRC collection 
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Plasma 

concentration 

n.a. 267 g/l, 

tapering 

138 g/l, 

tapering 

3-7 g/l, 

ongoing 

4-5 g/l, 

ongoing 

Steroid 

treatment 

short term no no long term long term 

Steroid dose dexamethaso

ne 40mg/day 

once weekly 

  prednisol

one 

20mg/d 

prednisolo

ne 20mg/d 
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4. Discussion 
 

4.1 Neutrophil derived EVs are specific against A. fumigatus 
 

In this thesis I aimed to investigate more in detail the role of EVs derived from 

neutrophils and epithelial cells in the context of A. fumigatus infection. Extensive 

research on EVs over the past decade has shown that their active release from cells is 

always associated with a specific cargo of RNA, DNA, proteins and lipids that exerts 

a distinctive function when delivered to the recipient cell (Anand et al 2019). The 

investigation of this cargo enables not only the understanding of the complex 

communication between cells under physiological and pathological conditions, but 

also the possibility of its manipulation for the benefit of the host. 

                The discovery that neutrophils release afEVs after contact with A. fumigatus 

conidia and that these afEVs are antifungal when applied to hyphae, opened up the 

possibility also to a future application of such afEVs for the treatment of invasive 

aspergillosis. Manuscript E revealed that the afEVs produced after co-incubation of 

PMNs with melanized conidia of A. fumigatus are specifically antimicrobial against 

A. fumigatus hyphae. This finding is particularly surprising considering that most of 

the killing mechanisms employed by neutrophils are extremely potent against a 

variety of microbes. The addition of afEVs to P. aeruginosa revealed that the 

bacterium was not affected in its growth. A similar result was obtained with the yeast 

Candida albicans which however, after contact with afEVs, exhibited a marked 

transition from the yeast to the hyphal form. The phenotypical switch and promotion 

of fungal growth induced by EVs has also been observed with EVs secreted from 

monocytes infected with C. albicans, theorizing a generalized counter-response of the 

yeast to immune cell-derived EVs (Halder et al 2022). Unexpectedly, a species closely 

related to A. fumigatus, A. nidulans, also showed no susceptibility to afEVs. The only 

pathogen tested that appeared to be sensitive was S. aureus. The study by (Timár et 

al 2013) showed that co-incubation of neutrophils with S. aureus also resulted in the 

production of EVs that could reduce its viability, it is therefore possible, that S. aureus 

is generally susceptible to particles secreted by neutrophils. In addition, the mentioned 

research provides further evidence for EV-specificity, as EVs induced by S. aureus 

were antibacterial against Escherichia coli but not Proteus mirabilis. Another 

example of how specific the response of immune cells against a pathogen can be, 
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comes from macrophages infected with Mycobacterium tuberculosis. After ingestion 

of the bacterium in fact the cells produced exosomes containing mycobacterial 

components, such as PAMPs, which were then taken up by naïve macrophages and 

activated their pro-inflammatory response (Wang et al 2019). 

 

4.1.1 DHN-melanin as inducer of antifungal EVs   

                   An important question concerns the molecule of A. fumigatus that triggers the 

specificity of afEVs. As previously shown the interaction between neutrophils and the 

pksP mutant strain of A. fumigatus lacking the DHN-melanin on the surface of 

conidia, led to the production of EVs which were no longer antifungal (Shopova et al 

2020). This finding is strongly supported in this thesis by further evidence, that co-

incubation of neutrophils with melanin ghosts, which are composed mainly of pure 

melanin fibers, could also induce antifungal EVs. Furthermore, another DHN-

melanin synthetizing fungus, A. clavatus showed an equivalent outcome, it also 

induced formation of functional afEVs. The role of DHN-melanin in the intracellular 

modulation of A. fumigatus infection was very well characterized in macrophages. In 

these cells, DHN-melanin interferes with the acidification of conidia-containing 

phagosomes, inhibiting the vATPase assembly, and thereby activation of proteolytic 

enzymes (Schmidt et al 2020, Thywißen et al 2011). The same phenotype has also 

been observed in primary neutrophils, but whether it affects vesicle biogenesis 

remains still unsolved. What we know is that the absence of this molecule alters the 

protein load of EVs. EVs derived from pksP-infected neutrophils do not show a 

major antifungal activity and contain less antimicrobial peptides (Shopova et al 2020).  

In addition to inhibition of acidification, melanin could hamper the normal processing 

of conidia, starting with phagocytosis. The receptor that binds DHN-melanin on the 

surface of neutrophils is not known, but as demonstrated by Akoumianaki et al., 

melanin can block LC3-mediated phagocytosis, which normally promotes fungal 

killing (Akoumianaki et al 2016). Furthermore, mutations in the pksP gene, involved 

in DHN-melanin biosynthesis, led to the production of a mutant strain that was 

phagocytosed by neutrophils to a much greater extent than the WT (Luther et al 2007, 

Tsai et al 1998). Additionally, melanin can apparently bind Ca2+ or Mg2+, which are 

important for MVBs formation and exocytosis (Taylor et al 2020). 
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 4.1.2 Affinity of EVs for A. fumigatus hyphae and cargo delivery 

                    The specificity of EVs derived from neutrophils infected with A. fumigatus was 

further investigated, by analyzing binding of EVs to fungal hyphae. Using a new 

generation dye to stain the EV lipid membrane, it was possible to visualize the 

interaction and internalization of the entire EV population within the fungal hyphae 

(Manuscript E), without losing any part of the sample through washing steps. This 

experiment revealed an unprecedented finding, i.e., the accumulation of the dye signal 

where germination from conidia had started. Microscopic observations, accompanied 

by image analysis, indicated that a consistent number of afEVs are completely 

embedded in the cell wall of the hypha, whereas spontaneously formed EVs are 

mostly outside the cell wall or only partially embedded. Nevertheless, it remains to 

be shown by which mechanism afEVs are internalized and why they have a special 

affinity for the indicated part of the hyphae. Several studies have described a receptor-

mediated internalization of EVs. Notably, neutrophil-derived EVs in the context of 

bacterial infections were found to be directly internalized into platelets via the Mac-

1 receptor and to shuttle arachidonic acid (Rossaint et al 2016). Furthermore, 

inhibition of the αvβ3-integrin on tumor cell-derived EVs impaired their uptake by 

non-malignant cells (Altei et al 2020). In the case of A. fumigatus, a molecule present 

on the cell wall, CalA, was identified as a binder for human α5β1-integrin on both 

endothelial and epithelial cells (Liu et al 2016). It thus might play a role in uptake of 

afEVs and can be tested in the future.  

                 Moreover, one of the preferred pathways by which EVs are taken up by cells is 

endocytosis mediated by clathrin or lipid rafts (Gurung et al 2021). Filamentous fungi 

are known to grow exclusively at the tip of hyphae by adding cell wall and membrane 

components. The conventional wisdom was that this growth occurs only through 

exocytosis at the Spitzenkörper, a part of the hyphae filled with secretory vesicles. 

However, recent discoveries have shown that another area called the sub-apical collar 

area, is also enriched for endocytic vesicles and therefore is also required for hyphal 

growth. Thus, it is now generally accepted that hyphal growth is not a random process 

and that it depends on the balance between endocytosis and exocytosis (Commer & 

Shaw 2020, Steinberg 2014). Thereby, a second hypothesis, is that EVs might be 

taken up by the fungus through endocytosis during the process of hyphal extension. 

            However, such a scenario would not explain why afEVs accumulate at the former 

conidial head and not at the tip of the hyphae.   
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                What is more likely is that there is some unique feature in the composition of the 

A. fumigatus cell wall which favors the internalization of afEVs. In agreement, when 

I performed the same experiment with afEVs applied to A. nidulans, afEVs mostly 

surrounded the fungal hyphae and were not located to distinct areas. Unfortunately, 

even after decades of studies aimed to characterize in detail the cell wall of both fungi, 

several aspects remain a mystery. It is known that they share some similarities and 

that the main difference seems to be the production level of some 

galactosaminogalactans (GAGs) (Guest & Momany 2000, Speth et al 2019). The role 

of GAGs in the interaction between A. fumigatus and neutrophils was already 

described. It was shown that GAGs induce neutrophils apoptosis and more 

interestingly they mediate the fungal resistance to extracellular killing by NETs 

(Bianchi et al 2009, Robinet et al 2014). In particular while A. fumigatus is not killed 

by NETs, these chromatin fibers are antifungal against A. nidulans. The difference in 

GAG composition in A. nidulans seems to be due to the low expression levels of the 

uge3 of the A. fumigatus homolog, called ugeB. The encoded enzyme is a cytosolic 

glucose-4 epimerase involved in the first step of the sugar’s biosynthesis. As it turned 

out overexpression of ugeB or heterologous expression of A. fumigatus´uge3, in A. 

nidulans made this fungus also resistant to NETs killing (Lee et al 2015). The 

hypothesis behind GAG-mediated resistance to NETs killing is that the positive 

charge of GAG might repulse the positively charged antimicrobial peptides present 

in the NET fibers. This hypothesis might on the other hand explain the affinity of 

afEVs for A. fumigatus hyphae, since the change of EVs under physiological 

conditions is negative (Midekessa et al 2020).  

                 The surface charge of EVs is strongly correlated to their membrane protein 

composition, in particular it depends on the proteins of the tetraspanin family CD9, 

CD81 and CD63 (Yasui et al 2021). In our study, characterization of subpopulation 

of afEVs enriched for a single tetraspanin revealed that they possess different 

antifungal potential. Specifically, the CD81-enriched population exerted the strongest 

antifungal effect when applied to fungal hyphae. The presence of high levels of CD81 

on the surface of these afEVs might either influence their charge or might be 

connected to a different cargo sorting into these afEVs. While the charge of the single 

subpopulation was not investigated, the protein content of the CD81 subpopulation 

was analyzed. Comparative analysis between the whole population of afEVs and the 

CD81-afEV subpopulation, highlighted the presence of some shared proteins which 
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might be accountable for inhibition of the fungal growth. The considerable amount of 

glycolytic enzymes found in the afEVs suggests that they might be metabolically 

active and could potentially modify the concentrations of critical nutrients for the 

fungus, affecting its physiology (Fridman et al 2022). This hypothesis is in part 

corroborated in this study by the metabolic resazurin assay performed on the hyphae 

treated with afEVs. The addition of the blue compound resazurin, to healthy hyphae, 

led to its conversion into the pink compound resorufin, which is an indicator of a 

normal mitochondrial chain activity (Smith et al 2016). This conversion was 

significantly reduced in hyphae treated with afEVs, suggesting that the metabolic 

activity of the fungus is compromised. The fact that EVs can be metabolically active 

or induce metabolic reprogramming of the recipient cell has been shown previously. 

In particular, Iraci et al. have demonstrated for the first time that EVs from neuronal 

cells are not only carriers of metabolic enzymes, but that they possess an intrinsic 

asparaginase activity (Iraci et al 2017). In the same line, exosomes from cancer cells 

appear to promote tumor progression and angiogenesis by stimulation of glycolysis 

in recipient non-tumorigenic cells (Yang et al 2020).  

 

4.1.3 C1q as a possible target molecule for fungal hyphae? 

            Another feature we observed in this analysis was the presence in the afEVs of very 

high concentrations of all the components of the C1q complement protein (Figure 5). 

C1q belongs to the pattern recognition molecules family and can bind a variety of 

ligands, ranging from molecules on the surface of immune cells to molecules on the 

surface of pathogens. Its main role is to activate the classical complement pathway 

but the complex can also be involved in processes that are complement-independent 

(Nayak et al 2012). During A. fumigatus infection, the conidia are often opsonized by 

immunoglobulins or complement proteins to be better phagocytosed. As shown by 

Rosbjerg et al., the classical complement pathway is the predominant pathway used 

in response to this fungus (Rosbjerg et al 2016). Hence, it is reasonable to assume that 

neutrophils attempt to load this complement protein into afEVs to efficiently target 

fungal hyphae. The employment of C1q to target the hyphae could also explain why 

afEVs are accumulating on hyphae where the former conidium head can be still seen. 

This observation indeed, agrees with a recent study, showing that the C1q together 

with immunoglobulins has a much higher affinity for curved surfaces than for flat 

surfaces (Zeuthen et al 2020). In line, with the importance of C1q during aspergillosis 
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infections, non-immunocompromised mice with genetic deficiency of C1q showed 

increased fungal burden in the lungs and enhanced susceptibility to IA (Garlanda et 

al 2002).   

 

Figure 5  Interaction of neutrophils with A. fumigatus WT conidia and production of 

afEVs. 

              This model shows a healthy neutrophil in its active state, phagocytosing A. fumigatus WT       

melanized conidia. Phagocytosis occurs through elongation of uropods and this finally leads to 

the formation of MVBs. MVBs are vesicles-containing subcellular structures that fuse with the 

cytoplasmic membrane thereby releasing their content in the extracellular space. afEVs derived 

from neutrophils infected with WT conidia, are filled with metabolic enzymes and contain a high 

amount of the C1q complement protein. When delivered to fungal hyphae afEVs become 

internalized and cause a complete fragmentation of mitochondria and death of the hyphae. 

Neutrophils from immunosuppressed patients, after phagocytosis of WT conidia can also secrete 

EVs. Nevertheless, these EVs harbor a different protein cargo , in particular less C1q, and when 

delivered to hyphae are not able to kill them, as demonstrated by the presence of intact 

mitochondrial filaments inside hyphae.           
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4.1.4 Immunosuppressing treatment affects neutrophil production of afEVs by 

neutrophils 

Our study on the role of afEVs for defence against A. fumigatus led us to investigate 

the effect of immunosuppressive drugs on the functionality of neutrophils, 

specifically on their ability to produce afEVs. Indeed, my work revealed that 

neutrophils isolated from 5 different patients treated with diverse classes of 

immunosuppressive drugs no longer generate “afEVs”. This result might explain why 

such patients are highly susceptible for fungal exacerbations (Lionakis & 

Kontoyiannis 2003). The impairment of immune cells, in particular neutrophils, due 

to this kind of immunosuppressing treatment was intensively studied. It was shown 

that the treatment potently suppress processes dependent on the NF-b transcription 

factor and on the NADPH-oxidase complex. In addition, co-incubation of healthy 

neutrophils with low amounts of dexamethasone for only 10 minutes already reduced 

their ability to kill hyphae by 20 %. Longer incubation times with the same drug also 

affected the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines and abolished completely 

hyphal killing (Bellocchio et al 2004b, Lewis & Kontoyiannis 2009). These results 

suggest that steroid drugs have a strong impact on the extracellular killing 

mechanisms, required for inhibition of hyphae, employed by neutrophils against A. 

fumigatus. In this thesis, I further define these killing mechanisms as killing by afEVs. 

This hypothesis is rather robust because the patients analyzed here were treated by 

different drugs and regimens. In fact, all patients who were in remission after stem 

cell transplantation, and underwent daily immunosuppression showed a complete loss 

of their “afEVs” antifungal activity. Hyphae incubated with either sEVs or “afEVs” 

were not inhibited in their growth and displayed an even higher metabolic activity 

compared to the untreated control. In this context a number of studies have previously 

shown a direct link between high-dose and prolonged treatment with glucocorticoids 

and a poor outcome of IA. The most affected population is composed of individuals 

receiving stem cell transplantations. For example, the administration of high doses of 

prednisone alone for 21 days increased the risk of developing IA sixfold compared to 

lower-dose regimens (O'Donnell et al 1994).  

            In contrast, one of the patients who did not receive a daily 

immunosuppressant, but only a weekly steroid dose over a period of three weeks, and 

who did not endure a stem cell transplantation displayed different results. This could 

be due to the fact that the intervals between doses might give the neutrophils time to 
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regain their activity and full functionality. For a deeper understanding of what might 

have caused the loss of antifungal activity of “afEVs”, we analyzed once again their 

proteome content. What we gained from this analysis was that the majority of proteins 

differentially expressed in the “afEVs” from patients’ neutrophils, were not shared 

with the afEVs from healthy donors’ neutrophils. This finding suggests that 

immunosuppressive treatments in neutrophils are changing the protein sorting of 

afEVs. Several findings indicate that cells exposed to some kind of external stress can 

modify their EV content. The detrimental role of exosomes during atherosclerosis 

plaque formation is an example of how smooth muscle cells when constantly 

stimulated by oxidized LDL or TNF-alpha, secrete microparticles expressing ICAM-

1. This molecule, through the vesicles, gets transferred to endothelial cells, and 

increases their adhesion to monocytes, thereby promoting, even more, the plaque 

formation (Fu et al 2017).  

            Of note, by intersecting the two proteomic datasets, we observed that some subunits 

of the C1q were missing in the patient-derived “afEVs”. Hence, we hypothesize that 

these EVs might also not be antifungal because they lack this component and are 

therefore unable to be internalized into the fungal hyphae (Figure 5).  

            In summary, several aspects of the antifungal activity of afEVs remain to be 

investigated, in particular how they act specifically on A. fumigatus hyphae and what 

makes them cytotoxic to the fungus.   
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4.2 PLB-985 cells: a valid model to investigate A. fumigatus 

pathogenesis 

 

          As discussed in the previous section, neutrophils are very important cells in the 

defense against A. fumigatus. Despite that, their numerous functions have so far only 

been studied in primary neutrophils isolated from healthy donors or animals. 

            The involved procedures to isolate human neutrophils are laborious and time-

consuming and have on the one hand the advantage of investigating mechanisms and 

pathways in primary cells, but on the other hand, the disadvantage of the availability 

of only a limited amount of cells, and their short half-life which prevents experiments 

with long incubation times from being carried out (Lahoz-Beneytez et al 2016). For 

these reasons the prospect of using a neutrophil cell line as a model has always been 

compelling and would be a valuable addition to studies on neutrophils. PLB-985 cells 

were originally described as cells isolated from a leukemic patient in 1987 (Tucker et 

al 1987). However, sequencing data revealed that they are actually a subline of the 

HL-60 cells, obtained from a patient with acute promyelocytic leukemia in 1977 

(Drexler et al 2003). Following their structural characterization, they were shown to 

be able to differentiate into either monocytes or granulocytes in the presence of 

inducing agents (Collins et al 1978). The three, most commonly used, compounds 

responsible for maturation towards neutrophils are dibutyryl cyclic adenosine 

monophosphate (dbcAMP), dimethyl formamide (DMF) and dimethyl sulfoxide 

(DMSO) (Hazan-Eitan et al 2006, Katschinski et al 1999). Several studies have shown 

that all three agents induce the neutrophil phenotype, but each of them can enhance a 

specific cellular function. Furthermore, they do not have a major impact on cell 

viability, an important factor to consider when using them for functional assays. 

Through RNA-sequencing it was also known that after differentiation both HL-60 

and PLB-985 cells display high similarities in their gene expression with primary 

neutrophils, strengthening their value as substitutes in the neutrophil research (Rincón 

et al 2018). In the context of infectious diseases PLB-985 cells appeared to be a 

worthy model to study the generation of NETs in response to Escherichia coli and  

Candida albicans (Amulic et al 2017, Marin-Esteban et al 2012). The only work 

based on a neutrophil-cell line in combination with A. fumigatus, was published by 

Baistrocchi et al., for investigation on the antifungal potential of HL-60 cells treated 

with different concentrations of posaconazole (Baistrocchi et al 2016). Hence, in 

Manuscript C, the PLB-985 cells were used for the first time to analyze A. fumigatus 
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pathogenesis. To this aim we evaluated the response of DMF-differentiated PLB-985 

cells (dPLBs) to A. fumigatus conidia and hyphae. Specifically, I analyzed the 

phagocytosis rate of the cells when confronted with either WT or pksP conidia, and 

the secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines both in comparison with primary 

neutrophils. The phagocytosis analysis, performed with a combination of image flow 

cytometry and confocal laser scanning microscopy, showed that dPLBs phagocytose 

more non-melanized pksP conidia compared to WT conidia. This phenotype was 

also observed in primary neutrophils, and it is in accordance with the role of DHN-

melanin in the prevention of phagocytosis from professional phagocytes (Aimanianda 

et al 2009, Luther et al 2007, Romani 2011). Nevertheless, the total amount of 

engulfed conidia after two hours of co-incubation was much lower in the dPLBs 

compared to primary neutrophils. This might be due to the compound we used for cell 

differentiation, in fact, DMF-differentiated cells exhibited lower phagocytic activity 

compared to DMSO-differentiated PLBs (Pivot-Pajot et al 2010). I next examined 

whether the interaction between dPLBs and conidia would lead to an upregulation of 

the immune response measured by the production of the pro-inflammatory cytokines 

IL-8 and IL-1. The results revealed that the levels of secreted cytokines were 

generally higher in dPLBs compared to primary neutrophils. However, WT conidia 

induced, in both cells, the secretion of high levels of IL-8 and not IL-1 , and the trend 

of secretion was also equally comparable. In fact, a significant accumulation of IL-8 

in the supernatant of infected dPLBs and primary neutrophils was only reached after 

six hours of co-incubation, with a very high peak after 24 hours. The finding that 

neutrophils do not secrete high levels of IL-1 after contact with A. fumigatus is not 

surprising, this cytokine is indeed released during Aspergillus infection mainly from 

monocytes or macrophages by a two-step process involving expression and synthesis 

of pro-IL-1β and the NLRP3 inflammasome and caspase-1 activation (Griffiths et al 

2021, Saïd-Sadier et al 2010). Although, neutrophils do not secrete a high amount of 

IL-1, they can bind this cytokine through IL1R and this seems to be crucial for their 

survival and inhibition of apoptosis (Ralph et al 2021). Whereas IL-8, as one of the 

most potent pro-inflammatory cytokines, is produced in considerate amounts from 

different immune cells, including neutrophils. Generally a single activated monocyte 

generates up to 70-fold more IL-8 compared to a single neutrophil, however since the 

recruitment and abundance of neutrophils during infection is always much higher than 

that of monocytes, their secreted IL-8 has a greater and more significant impact on 
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the resolution of infection (Fujishima et al 1993). Indeed, a fundamental role of 

neutrophil-secreted IL-8 is to induce migration and recruitment of other neutrophils 

from the blood to the damaged tissue, therefore amplifying the inflammation cascade 

(de Oliveira et al 2013). Furthermore, in agreement with our results with dPLBs, 

primary neutrophils, stimulated with opsonized L-ficolin particles also displayed a 

significantly higher release of IL-8 compared to IL-1β (Bidula et al 2016). Ultimately 

my results together with those of other colleagues, show the ability of DMF-

differentiated PLB-985 cells to generate hyphal-directed NETs, secrete afEVs, and 

acidify conidia-containing phagosomes in a manner similar to primary neutrophils. 

Together, this suggests that the PLB-985 cell line can be a useful model to study the 

dynamic interaction between the pathogenic fungus A. fumigatus and neutrophils.    
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4.3 Epithelial cells as key regulators of cytokine cascades 

Alveolar and bronchial epithelial cells belong to the first barrier encountered by 

fungal conidia after inhalation and penetration in the lungs. Nevertheless, there are 

very few studies on the factors involved in this interaction and the downstream signals 

activated in the cells. In Manuscript D we have combined mathematical and modeling 

observations with experimental data, to decipher the key fungal virulence 

determinants that make A. fumigatus a human pathogen compared to other Aspergilli, 

as well as the role of cytokines secreted by epithelial cells for the outcome of 

infection. This combined approach proved to be useful for predicting immune evasion 

mechanisms employed by pathogens such as C. albicans or S. aureus in a human 

whole-blood infection model or for predicting the role of Pores of Kohn during A. 

fumigatus infections (Blickensdorf et al 2020, Lehnert et al 2021). Our dynamic 

optimization model which took into account several parameters like, immune status 

of the host, the depletion of alveolar macrophages or neutrophils and the influence of 

high and low conidial doses, showed that the germination rate of the fungus is among 

the most crucial fungal virulence factors for the establishment of infection. To 

experimentally prove this computer finding, I tested the germination rate of four 

Aspergillus species: A. fumigatus, A. nidulans, A. niger, and A. terreus, which indeed 

displayed different germination kinetics at 37 °C. While the germination of A. 

nidulans was among the fastest, starting after only 4 hours, the germination of A. 

fumigatus and niger was delayed by1 or 2 hours, and A. terreus was by far the slowest, 

with not even one germinating conidia after 24 hours. To test whether their growth 

dynamics was related to their ability to damage the epithelial barrier, the release of 

lactate-dehydrogenase (LDH) from human alveolar epithelial cells (A549) and mouse 

alveolar epithelial cells (T7) was measured after 24 hours of co-incubation. This 

experiment confirmed the model prediction that a fast-germinating fungus is more 

likely to cause harm to the host than a slow germinating one. The faster growth of A. 

nidulans partly explains why this fungus is less successful in causing infections in 

humans compared to A. fumigatus (Kwon-Chung & Sugui 2013). Indeed, the conidia 

of A. nidulans grow faster because they are less phagocytosed and processed than the 

conidia of A. fumigatus. However, this induces a much more robust cytokine response 

and oxidative burst in the cells leading to more efficient clearance of the fungus 

(Gresnigt et al 2018). It also needs to be taken into consideration that even if 

engulfment of A. fumigatus happens more rapidly, the fungus can reside for longer 
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times inside phagosomes, by inhibiting their acidification and immune activation 

(Schoen et al 2019). Together with A. fumigatus, A. niger showed a comparable 

germination rate and damage to epithelial cells. Nevertheless, RNA-seq data revealed 

that the gene expression of cells differs after contact with both fungi. In particular, 

most genes involved in cytokine and chemokine release are downregulated by A. 

fumigatus and upregulated by A. niger, confirming that A. fumigatus reprograms the 

epithelium to be immunologically silent (Escobar et al 2018).  

Among the tested aspergilli, A. terreus was the slowest and least damaging. This 

result supports the observation in the interaction with alveolar macrophages, where 

A. terreus after being efficiently phagocytosed due to the high exposure of beta 1-3 

glucan on its surface, remained viable inside the phagosomes limiting germination 

and causing lower cytotoxicity (Slesiona et al 2012).  

     However, the data from the LDH assay obtained with human alveolar epithelial 

cells, were not in accordance with the data obtained with mouse cells where A. 

fumigatus induced the highest secretion of LDH. This finding highlights the fact that 

the response of human and mouse cells to A. fumigatus, is different, and that these 

differences must be taken into account when conducting a study (Hellmann et al 

2017). They also prove that A. fumigatus can adapt much better to the human host, 

avoiding cell damage and recognition than to a rodent organism (Ballard et al 2018).  

     Most of the mathematical models of IA exclude the contribution of epithelial cells 

and focus mostly on neutrophils and alveolar macrophages (Oremland et al 2016, 

Tanaka et al 2015). Conversely, our dynamic optimization approach predicted a 

valuable contribution of epithelial cells in cytokine secretion after germination of 

conidia and depletion of alveolar macrophages. When measuring the levels of 

secreted IL-6 and TNF-alpha from alveolar macrophages and epithelial cells derived 

from mouse lungs we detected a consistent amount of secreted TNF-alpha from 

infected macrophages at 6 hours post-infection, whereas a significant level was 

reached from epithelial cells after a longer incubation period. Despite the longer time 

required, epithelial cells secreted greater amounts of both TNF-alpha and IL-6 after 

10 hours and even more after 24 hours of infection. In contrast, the latter cytokine 

was almost undetectable in the supernatant of infected macrophages, suggesting that 

epithelial cells are the major source. The importance of both cytokines in mouse 

infection models of aspergillosis has been previously documented by their high 

concentrations found in the homogenized lungs of corticosteroid-treated mice 
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infected with A. fumigatus and by the observation that IL-6 deficient mice are more 

susceptible to IA showing an increased fungal burden (Cenci et al 2001, Duong et al 

1998, Kalleda et al 2016). Overall, our findings are consistent with this literature, and 

strongly support a model in which epithelial cells are crucial for the immune response 

against A. fumigatus.   

 

4.3.1 Bronchial epithelial cells-derived EVs: additional information carriers 

In the course of the investigation on EVs, I also characterized EVs secreted by 

bronchial epithelial cells (BECs) in response to A. fumigatus (see Appendix). 

EVs derived from BECs have been shown to play an important role in some 

pathological conditions and to be beneficial or detrimental for the lung tissue 

depending on the stimulus acting on the cells (Bartel et al 2020). For instance, they 

display antifibrotic activity in the course of a severe lung disease, called idiopathic 

pulmonary fibrosis (IPF), by inhibiting TGF- induction in myofibroblasts (Kadota 

et al 2021). Contrarily, exposure to cigarette smoke induces the secretion of EVs from 

BECs carrying a specific miRNA that promotes fibrosis and airway remodeling, 

contributing to COPD exacerbations (Fujita et al 2015). Nevertheless, there are no 

studies to date on the role of BECs-derived EVs after confrontation with A. fumigatus.  

In our methodology for studying EVs, it is essential to minimize cell death after 

infection with conidia, to limit the inclusion of apoptotic bodies in our analysis, as 

well as to obtain a large amount of EVs for follow-up investigations. To achieve both 

objectives, BECs were confronted for 24 hours with mutants of A. fumigatus 

incapable of germinating in the absence or uracil, the pyrG- mutant, and the 

corresponding non-melanized pksP mutant (Weidner et al 1998). Initial examination 

of the number and diameter of these vesicles showed that the amount had not changed 

significantly after any of the different co-incubations and that the particle diameter 

was around 150 nm. From work on afEVs derived from primary neutrophils we know 

that infection with A. fumigatus does not necessarily increase the number of secreted 

vesicles, but rather their content (Rafiq et al 2022, Shopova et al 2020). Through LC-

MS/MS analysis of these EVs, we found that most proteins matched between all 

groups, in particular, the differences between pyrG-derived EVs and sEVs were 

minor. The only outlier was EVs from pksP-infected BECs, which possessed a large 

number of unique proteins. However, based on gene ontology annotations we could 

not assign a pro-inflammatory or immune-related function to them. They were mostly 
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involved in metabolic processes or intercellular transport. Again, our finding was 

consistent with what was observed with pksP-derived EVs from primary 

neutrophils, which contained a great amount of unique proteins without antifungal 

potential (Shopova et al 2020). This led us to hypothesize that, similar to neutrophil 

granulocytes, pksP conidia might be engulfed by BECs more efficiently than WT 

conidia, leading to upregulation of cell metabolisms and incorporation of all these 

enzymes into EVs. However, our hypothesis was refuted by image stream 

quantification which revealed significantly higher phagocytosis of WT conidia. 

Enhanced conidia uptake induced by DHN-melanin has also been described in 

alveolar epithelial cells (AECs). Our result together with previous findings thus 

indicate that this phenotype is common to all human lung epithelial cells (Amin et al 

2014). Furthermore, in this study on AECs, it was shown that after ingestion, WT-

melanized conidia could survive for longer inside cells by inhibiting phagosome 

acidification. Although further experimental evidence is needed to support this 

hypothesis, we speculate that DHN-melanin may exert the same inhibitory effect on 

BECs. Therefore, a large amount of metabolic enzymes in EVs could come from the 

cells trying to digest the non-melanized conidia after phagocytosis.  

 

4.3.2 PyrG-derived EVs as inducer of pro-inflammatory cytokines 

Systemic body functions are constantly influenced by cytokines, as they facilitate 

communication between cells. In recent years EVs have been identified as cytokine 

carriers or inducers in physiological and pathological states (Barnes & Somerville 

2020). Indeed, our co-incubation experiment of naïve BECs with EVs derived from 

BECs infected with either WT or pksP conidia demonstrated that only EVs derived 

from WT infected cells stimulated naïve cells to produce more IL-6 and IL-8. 

Previous findings have also shown that EVs play a role in the modulation of cytokines 

during fungal infection, in particular, EVs secreted by monocytes following C. 

albicans infection, and containing TGF-1, can down-modulate the response of M1 

macrophages, whereas our results show activation of the pro-inflammatory response 

(Halder et al 2020). 
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Figure 6 Model summarizing the interaction of BECs with A. fumigatus conidia. 

After phagocytosis of resting WT conidia BECs secrete EVs which are then internalized into naïve 

neighboring cells, up-regulating their pro-inflammatory response. Contrarily, phagocytosis of 

pksP conidia, happens at slower rates and leads to the generation of EVs with no obvious 

function on neighboring cells, but which are filled with metabolic enzymes. Lastly, exposure of 

beta 1-3 glucan on the surface of swollen conidia, induces a strong activation of BECs and loading 

into EVs of cytokines and proteins with the potential role of recruiting cells to the site of infection.  

 

In addition, we measured the amount of cytokines released in the extracellular space 

after contact with the conidia.  

Through this estimation we were able to determine that pksP conidia, do not 

stimulate cytokine production by BECs. Surprisingly, the amount of IL-8 and IL-6 
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induced by WT conidia was also quite low and almost comparable to the baseline 

amount secreted by uninfected cells. 

As shown previously, the production of pro-inflammatory mediators from airway 

epithelial cells is reduced in the presence of the DHN-melanin and rodlet layers, and 

only increases after 6 or 8 hours of infection, a time corresponding to the swelling 

and germination of conidia (Balloy et al 2008, Bigot et al 2020b, Tomee et al 1997). 

Hence, we hypothesize that co-incubation of BECs with swollen conidia, exposing 

more beta 1-3 glucan, could lead to higher activation and alteration of their EV profile. 

Indeed, infection of cells with swollen conidia enhanced cytokine secretion and led 

to the generation of EVs which were also filled with pro-inflammatory cytokines such 

as IL-6 and TNF-alpha. Examination on the biological processes in which their unique 

protein content was involved, revealed their engagement in neutrophils aggregation, 

zinc sequestration, and nitric oxide generation. The role of epithelial cells in 

neutrophil recruitment was shown before, and in this case, could be a defense strategy 

to eliminate the threat more rapidly. Instead, the proteins associated with zinc 

sequestration and nitric oxide production could be signals of the stress induced by the 

swollen conidia in the cells, as zinc proved to be fundamental in maintaining the 

integrity of the epithelial barrier, and nitric oxide to have important antioxidant 

functions (Bao & Knoell 2006, Schieler et al 2019, Szabady & McCormick 2013). 

     In conclusion, the human body is a very complex but perfect system. The human 

cells as gears of this system, work tirelessly to keep it healthy and eliminate any 

possible threat. This work provides evidence that each cell, especially when 

confronted with A. fumigatus, contributes in its own way to eradicating the fungus. 

Further understanding of how cells communicate with each other, either via EVs or 

simply through secreted molecules could support future research to develop targeted 

strategies to combat aspergillosis infections and new approaches to protect 

susceptible patients.  
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6. Appendix 
 

6.1 Additional results 

 

6.2 Characterization of EVs derived from bronchial epithelial cells 

Bronchial epithelial cells (BECs) were shown to interact with A. fumigatus by binding 

the FleA lectin on the surface of resting conidia, which leads to secretion of IL-8 and 

inhibition of conidial germination. However, the main signal inducing their full 

engagement in pro-inflammatory responses seems to be the beta 1-3 glucan exposed 

on swollen conidia. Furthermore, reactive oxygen species (ROS) and antimicrobial 

peptides like cathepsin D or N-acetyl--d-glucosaminidase were found in the 

secretome of BECs, after long incubation times with the fungus. These findings hint 

that epithelial cells may serve additional important roles beyond just providing a 

barrier function during Aspergillus infections. It was also observed that airway 

epithelial cells respond to toxins, stressors, and pathogens by secreting extracellular 

vesicles (EVs). In particular, the function of BECs-derived EVs in different contexts, 

e.g. during viral infection or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) was 

shown to be important for the outcome of these pathologic conditions. Hence, we 

hypothesized that EVs derived from BECs after confrontation with A. fumigatus 

conidia might also exert a specific function during aspergillosis infections.  

 

6.2.1 Bronchial epithelial cells do not alter EVs production after infection.  

To test whether fungal infection causes an increased release of EVs in epithelial cells, 

BEAS-2B cells were infected for 24 hours with A. fumigatus CEA17 (FGSC 1152) 

carrying a point mutation in the pyrG gene or its derivative A. fumigatus CEA17 

pksP. Comparing the number and size distribution of EVs using NTA analysis 

between uninfected BEAS-2B cells and cells infected with pyrG wild-type (WT) 

conidia or a pksP mutant, we saw that only the mutant was able to lead to a slightly 

increase in production of EVs, while the number was completely unchanged after 

confrontation with the WT (Figure 7A). The size distribution remained similar 

among all the samples with a peak around 150 nm (Figure 7A). To visualize the EVs, 

we performed cryo-transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) imaging, which 

confirmed the exclusive presence in our samples of small vesicles surrounded by a 

single lipid bilayer (Figure 7B).   
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Figure 7 Concentration and size distribution of BEAS-2B cell-derived EVs. 

(A) NTA analysis showing number and size distribution of extracellular vesicles 

released spontaneously or after infection with pyrG-WT or pksP conidia, from 

BEAS-2B cells after 24 h. (B) Cryo-TEM showing spontaneously or infection-

derived EVs from BEAS-2B cells. Scale bar 100 nm.  

 

6.2.2 Proteomic analyses show changes in the EV cargo only in the pksP-derived 

EVs. 

To assess the protein cargo of these different EVs subsets LC-MS/MS analysis using 

label-free quantification was performed. Lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-induced EVs 

from BEAS-2B cells were included as a positive control for a pro-inflammatory state 

in these cells. A total of 464 proteins were detected, with 184 proteins shared between 
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all the samples (Figure 8A). Surprisingly, the EVs derived from pksP-infected 

BECs contained 160 unique proteins. Investigation of their annotated functions 

revealed that they were mostly involved in intercellular transport, cellular component 

biogenesis, and metabolic processes (Figure 8B). This highly active metabolic state 

of the cells led us to hypothesize that BECs might phagocytose conidia of the 

pigmentless pksP strain better than of the WT strain. Hence, their phagocytosis 

capacity when confronted with the two different strains using image-based flow 

cytometry was tested with an ImageStream system. However, this analysis revealed 

that the melanized WT conidia are significantly more phagocytosed than the pksP 

ones, so phagocytosis is not the factor inducing the BECs metabolic activation 

(Figure 8C). 
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Figure 8 Proteomic analysis on different subsets of EVs. 

(A) UpSetR plot displaying the proteins identified in spontaneously released 

extracellular vesicles (sEVs) and pyrG- or pksP infection-derived extracellular 

vesicles (pyrG-EVs/pksP-EVs) and LPS-induced EVs (LPS-EVs), from at least two 

replicates of a given sample. The light blue bar indicates proteins that were found in 

all four samples. (B) Gene ontology analysis of the biological processes in which the 

proteins found uniquely in the pksP-derived EVs, are involved. (C) Quantification 

of either wild-type (WT) or ΔpksP conidia phagocytosis from BEAS-2B cells using 

the IDEAS software on 5,000 cells per condition. Values are means plus standard 

errors of the means (SEM) (error bars) of two independent experiments. 

Representative images of phagocytosed FITC-stained conidia (green) and external 

CFW-stained (purple) conidia. 

 

6.2.3 PyrG-induced EVs promote IL-6 secretion from unstimulated BECs 

Epithelial cells are known to secrete pro-inflammatory cytokines in response to fungal 

pathogens, likely to recruit or activate neighboring cells. For this reason, the ability 

of EVs derived from BEAS-2B cells infected with conidia of the WT or pksP strain 

to induce the release of two proinflammatory cytokines, IL-6 and IL-8, from naïve 

BEAS-2B cells, was tested. This assay showed that only EVs derived from cells 

infected with WT conidia induced secretion of IL-6 and IL-8 from naïve BEAS-2B 

cells (Figure 9A). Of note, one of the proteins found exclusively in WT-derived EVs 
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was Disintegrin and Metalloproteinase (ADAM) 10, which is known to induce IL-6 

receptor shedding. Furthermore, in measuring the amount of these cytokines released 

spontaneously from BECs in the extracellular space after contact with conidia, we 

observed quite low levels, in particular after infection with the pksP strain when 

compared to the LPS treated samples (Figure 9B). These results suggest that 

extracellular vesicles are the means used by BECs to potentiate pro-inflammatory 

responses from neighboring cells, when confronted with A. fumigatus WT conidia. 

The lack of cytokine secretion from epithelial cells after encounter with conidia might 

be due to the fact that the dectin-1 agonist β-1-3 glucan is hidden behind a thick layer 

of dihydroxynaphthalene (DHN) melanin and RodA protein on the surface of resting 

conidia. Hence, the response of BECs after interaction with swollen conidia, was 

evaluated, revealing rapid release of the proinflammatory IL-6 cytokine (Figure 9B).  
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Figure 9 Evaluation of cytokines released from BEAS-2B cells. 

(A) Measurement of IL-6 and IL-8 levels released from BEAS-2B cells after 

stimulation with different EV populations for 24 h. (B) Levels of IL-6 and IL-8 

released from BEAS-2B cells after infection with pyrG-, pksP or swollen conidia 

for 24 h. Lipopolysaccharide (LPS) was included as positive control. Data are 

presented as means ± SEM from four biological replicates Statistical significance is 

indicated as follows: *, P ≤ 0.05; **, P ≤ 0.01; ns, not significant. 

 

6.2.4 Infection of BECs with swollen conidia changes the content of EVs. 

The change in the activation profile of BECs when confronted with different 

morphotypes of A. fumigatus led us to investigate possible changes in their secreted 

extracellular vesicles. First, the cytokine content of EVs derived from infection with 

resting WT conidia with the EVs produced during infection with swollen WT conidia 

was compared. EVs were first lysed to release cytokines enclosed within the lipid 

bilayer and then incubated with a membrane-based antibody array for the 

simultaneous detection of 23 cytokines. This array showed that EVs produced in 

response to swollen conidia are filled with high levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines 
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like IL-6, IL-8, and TNF-alpha. Furthermore, other cytokines were also detected in 

both populations, like the granulocyte stimulating factor (GCSF), IL-3, and the 

monocyte chemoattractant protein 1 (MCP-1) (Figure 10A). Investigation on the 

protein content of these EVs also revealed that most of the proteins were shared 

between all the populations (Figure 10B), as in the previous analysis. However, gene 

ontology analysis on the proteins uniquely found in the swollen conidia-derived EVs 

highlighted the involvement of these proteins in some immune activation processes, 

like neutrophil aggregation or nitric oxide generation (Figure 10C). 
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Figure 10 Analysis of EVs derived from BEAS-2B cells infected with swollen conidia. 

 (A) Cytokine array showing the integrated density of cytokines present in 

spontaneously, pyrG- or swollen conidia infection-derived EVs from BEAS-2B cells. 

Data are representative of two biological replicates. (B) UpSet R plot with intersected 

proteins found in spontaneously, pyrG- or swollen conidia infection-derived EVs. The 

green bar shows the proteins which were found in all three samples. (C) Gene 

ontology analysis on proteins found uniquely in the swollen conidia-derived EVs.  
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6.3 Contribution to Figures 

 

Manuscript No.  1 

Short reference Blango et al., (2020), J. Proteome Res. 

Contribution of the doctoral candidate 

Contribution of the doctoral candidate to figures reflecting experimental: 

 

Figure: 3 and 

Suppl Fig 3 

 100% (the data presented in this figure come entirely 

from experimental work carried out by the candidate) 

 

  0% (the data presented in this figure are based exclusively 

on the work of other co-authors) 

 

  Approximate contribution of the doctoral candidate 

to the figure:   90 % 

Brief description of the contribution:  

I contributed to the phenotypic analysis of the KO 

mutants and complemented strain.  (Panel A) 

 

   

 
Figure: 1, 2, 4, 5 

and Suppl Fig 1, 2, 

4 

 100% (the data presented in this figure come entirely 

from experimental work carried out by the candidate) 

 

  0% (the data presented in this figure are based exclusively 

on the work of other co-authors) 

 

  Approximate contribution of the doctoral candidate 

to the figure:   % 
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Manuscript No.  2 

Short reference Brakhage et al., (2021), eLife. 

Contribution of the doctoral candidate 

Contribution of the doctoral candidate to figures reflecting experimental: 

 

Figure: 1  100% (the data presented in this figure come entirely 

from experimental work carried out by the candidate) 

 

  0% (the data presented in this figure are based exclusively 

on the work of other co-authors) 

 

  Approximate contribution of the doctoral candidate 

to the figure:   % 

 

   

 

Figure: 2  100% (the data presented in this figure come entirely 

from experimental work carried out by the candidate) 

 

  0% (the data presented in this figure are based exclusively 

on the work of other co-authors) 

 

  Approximate contribution of the doctoral candidate 

to the figure:  % 
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Manuscript No.  3 

Short reference: Rafiq M., Rivieccio F., Zimmermann A-K. et al., (2022),  

mSphere. 

Contribution of the doctoral candidate 

Contribution of the doctoral candidate to figures reflecting experimental: 

 

Figure: 1 and 

Suppl Fig 1 

 100% (the data presented in this figure come entirely 

from experimental work carried out by the candidate) 

 

  0% (the data presented in this figure are based exclusively 

on the work of other co-authors) 

 

  Approximate contribution of the doctoral candidate 

to the figure:   80 % 

Brief description of the contribution:  

I contributed to evaluation of phagocytosis via Image 

stream and cytokine measurements (Panel B-D) 

   

 

Figure: 

Suppl Fig 2 

 100% (the data presented in this figure come entirely 

from experimental work carried out by the candidate) 

 

  0% (the data presented in this figure are based exclusively 

on the work of other co-authors) 

 

  Approximate contribution of the doctoral candidate 

to the figure:   % 
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Figure: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 

and 

Suppl Fig 3, 4, 5 

 100% (the data presented in this figure come entirely 

from experimental work carried out by the candidate) 

 

  0% (the data presented in this figure are based exclusively 

on the work of other co-authors) 

 

  Approximate contribution of the doctoral candidate 

to the figure:  % 
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Manuscript No.  4 

Short reference Ewald J., Rivieccio F., et al. (2021), Plos Comp. Biology. 

Contribution of the doctoral candidate 

Contribution of the doctoral candidate to figures reflecting experimental: 

 

Figure: 4 and  

Fig 6 

 100% (the data presented in this figure come entirely 

from experimental work carried out by the candidate) 

 

  0% (the data presented in this figure are based exclusively 

on the work of other co-authors) 

 

  Approximate contribution of the doctoral candidate to 

the figure:   90 % 

Brief description of the contribution:  

I contributed to the measurement of fungal 

germination and LDH release (Fig 4: panels A-B and 

D); and cytokine evaluation (Fig 6: panel A)  

   

 
Figure: 

Suppl Fig 1 

 100% (the data presented in this figure come entirely 

from experimental work carried out by the candidate) 

 

  0% (the data presented in this figure are based exclusively 

on the work of other co-authors) 

 

  Approximate contribution of the doctoral candidate to 

the figure:   % 
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Figure: 1, 2, 3, 5   100% (the data presented in this figure come entirely 

from experimental work carried out by the candidate) 

 

  0% (the data presented in this figure are based exclusively 

on the work of other co-authors) 

 

  Approximate contribution of the doctoral candidate 

to the figure:   % 
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Manuscript No.  5 

Short reference Rivieccio F. et al., In preparation. 

Contribution of the doctoral candidate 

Contribution of the doctoral candidate to figures reflecting experimental: 

 

Figures: 1, 5 and 

Suppl Fig 1-3 

 100% (the data presented in this figure come entirely 

from experimental work carried out by the candidate) 

 

  0% (the data presented in this figure are based exclusively 

on the work of other co-authors) 

 

  Approximate contribution of the doctoral candidate 

to the figure:   % 

 

   

 

Figure: 2-4   100% (the data presented in this figure come entirely 

from experimental work carried out by the candidate) 

 

  0% (the data presented in this figure are based exclusively 

on the work of other co-authors) 

 

  Approximate contribution of the doctoral candidate to 

the figure:   80 % 

Brief description of the contribution: I performed the 

microscopy evaluations and proteomic analysis (Fig 

2: panel A), (Fig 3: panels A-B), (Fig 4: panels B-D) 
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Figure: Suppl Fig 

4, 5, 6, 7  

 100% (the data presented in this figure come entirely 

from experimental work carried out by the candidate) 

 

  0% (the data presented in this figure are based exclusively 

on the work of other co-authors) 

 

  Approximate contribution of the doctoral candidate 

to the figure:   % 
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